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AdybilanatiolD

PART I. 'P OF THE COURSE

Historians of science, note* T.S. Kuhn, havesuggested that major scientific di overies frequently ,
occur as slow metamorphoses rather than unique events. Such a slow-metam hosis is presently
responsible for an. entirely new way of viewing our earth, its processes and its history.

Kuhn (1970).describes the maturatioh of a science as tangential groups of STC,Ddies being united by a
major theory which is consistent with a large body of observations. Copernican astronomy,
Newtonian pkiysics and Lavoisier's oxygen theory of cobibustion are some excellent examples of
revolutionary theories that have emerged in response to a breakdown in the ability o.fprevioasly held
beliefs to explain a growthgtody of observations..lt is the appearance of such new theories; termed
_paradigms by Kuhn, which allows the correlation, integration and explanation of observed puzzles
and anomalou , thus allowing science to Rrogres% to the point where a new paradigm 'Jloomes

necessary. r-
I I

Such a poin Was reached in the earth clences in the latle 1950`.s. Maps and oceanographic chartr
produced for nuclear slibmaring's be an to show that the .seventy percent of the earth's surface
which lay below the oceans was not the 11'1-at:uncomplicated place that it had once been thought to
be: Vast mountain ranges and deep treacheS were among most-impressive stru6tures of a

.topography qUite unlike anything observed on the land surface of the earth. P.J1/4 Coney (1970) States
that perhaps the most startling discovery resulting Yrorn 'the explosion in 'oceanographic reSearch
has been the,fact that the OCEANIC RISE is one of the maior features of our planet. It is a system Of
adjoining rifts. Which circles the globe like The.searns on a baaeball. Such major features of oUT
earth demand an explanatioh and the emergence of the new plate tectoniC theor4/ of continental drift
has precipitated a major scientific revolu-tion.tanadian geologist J. Tuzo (1971) states that:

The;acceptance of continental drift has transformed f he earth Sciencer: from .a group of rather
unimaginative studies based on pedestrian interpretations of natural ipnenOrneria into a unified
science that is Jxciting and dynamic and that holds out thepromise of great plactical advances
for the future. 41
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The processes of, the earth are so important to us that it id' easy for as to forget that the earth is the
third planet orbiting.a mediocre star in an average galaxy. Space science is still awaiting a single
coherent theory, and -recent discoveries emphasize this need. Nevertheless a study of the ob-
servations that have been made by astrOnomers can give 'students a sense of perspective and show
them the earth in its place in the universe.,One valuable sense astronomy has given :,s, forexample.
is the sense of distance.

.
. ,, .

Secondary sWdents are becorning adults in 'a world where terms such as energy' crisis, non-
renewable resources, fossil fuel and..quasar are d'ommonplace.,For any student presently underthe.
age of seventeen the spac,4it age .has always existed and man ries always been intenseiyconcerned
With the nature of the earth's processes and materials because -of the necessity of maintaining a
highly complex ciyilization.

Earth Science t11 is intended tv provide secondary scho'01 studentsw/it the backgroundiand the
desire to iidestlgate their earth, its materials and its p,,,-,cesses. (Thus the course should provide
young! people the ability to understand and Make decisions in a rppidly changingworld).

4

References Cited: ,

Coney, Peter J., 1970, The Geotectonic Cycle and the New.Glolil Tectovics: Geological Society of
America Bulletin, Vo. 81, pp. 739.747: . . ,
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Kuhn, T.S., 1970, The Structure of Scientific Revoliitions, (Second ed., enlarged), University of
CfkicagoPress.

'PART II LOCAL FEATURES
J ?

In all aspeCts of earth science there is a need fordefinite stress on features of the earth'in the locale. ,
where they 'are being taught. Reality .and relevance' are often. bandied' about by studenta as the
criteria for the "value" of a partjbular course. Few subjects lend themselves so readily to ,t
justification by these criteria as do the earth sciences. Evening sky watches, trips to the ocean orap

min °power station, Meld work at local rock outcrops of 'glacial sediments'or simply a tour of the
schoo , surrounding area are but a few examples of th.e activities w.tlich must be apart of this
course if the maximum benefit is to be derived by all. PI7_ahead to make field work an integral part
o.t the:course:

. r 1

PART' III 'TEXTBOOKS; EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Textbooks

One result of a major scientific.discovery is the subSequent puJplication or revision of textbooks
on the subject. There are therefore many. new and revised earth nd space science textbooks. A
choice must be made as to which texts, if any, will be used. The titles and scale of issue of texts
May be found in the current Prescribed Textbooks List and also in the Appendix. .

A subject with a scope as broad as the earth and space sciences cannot be adequately covered/
inc)a single textbook, so teAchers have been presented with a choice of tent and reference
material. It is recommended that teachers select texts frorR the lists prdvided in such a manner
as to best supplement each of the' major areas of study. .

2 Equipment. and Supplies 1 ,

A4comprehensive list of equipment and supplies has been provided in order to allow for
variations from school to School. The list contains all the materials necessary fdr campletjon of
the investigations in each phase of the courses; however man v supply itefris such as beakers or
certain chemicals may already bd present in a school in -'suffjcient quantity: From the :list,
provideO, teachers must decide what equipment will be needed to complete the particular scope
Which has been selebted..

PART IV MAJOR GOALS FOR EARTH SCIENCE. 11

1. To investigate the principles of many _fields of earth science in order to form an up-do-dat
broad ynderstanding of the story- of the earth and its environment in space.

2. Td encourage the 'sfudy of a selection frorn'Sdnie cf,the following fields in the earth scien es:

a. astronomy, including star systems and :the earth as a planet..
b. ;geology, including the study, the processes and the materials that make the earth crust

with particular, emphasis on plate tectonics and the continental drift theories, the gradation,
lorces which change the earth's surface::

c; geologic time. and earth's' history...
d. Oceanography and atmospheric ,sciences.,

e. the resources of the earth.

r
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Section L:r

INTRODUCTION

ovcpriticy

Real; apparent and relative motions of the stars ate all key points in the understanding of the print-
ciples of astronomy. The units in this section deal ith the motion and immense energy and distance
involved in stellar and solar systems. Students ni y also be provided with opportunities to contrast
the science of astronomy with the pseudo-scie ce of astrology. 6 "

Two stimulating ways to begin this section are:

1. The Activity: °Lost on the Moon p. 249. Investigating the ,Eafth (p. 223, Teacher's Guide).

2. Reading from Science Fiction.

a. A Slight Case of Sunstroke by A.C. Clarke from his book, Tales of Ten Worlds, Harcourt
Brace.

b. Stiu-usn by A.C. Clarke, from his book, Fr8m earth t.6 Heaven.
c. Summer Time in Icarus by A.C. Clarke, from Tales of Ten Worlds.

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Unit 1 Stellar Systeins

a. optical and radio windows
b. electromagnetic spectrum
c. Doppler effect. \
d. distances and how they are determined
e. types of stars
f. galaxies

g. the expanding 'Universe
h. black holes and other unusual phenomenon

Unit 2 (Solar. Systems

1. The Sun

a. its size and distance and comparison with other stars
b. its spectrum
c. its energy, source and output
d. sunspotso
e. solar wind
f. -Nits position in the life cycle of stars

t;

2. The Solar Sptem

a. retrograde motion

b. orbits
c. elementS of, solar system



d. the ecliptic.
.

e. views of the Universe I
f. origins of the solar systerr,i
g. planetary exploration iri the seventies
h. changirig images of the planets

i
Unit 3 The Third Planet

:I
1. The Third Planet

,

(Earth).

a. composition.- of the earth

b. mass of thE\ earth

c. movements of the earth
d, magnetic fieid

2. The Moon

4
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STELLAR SYSTEMS

Most of ou; information about stars comes through the optical and radio,windows in forms of elec-

tromagnetic -radiation, which is studied with spectroscopes and adio4telescopes. Recently the
.analysis of X-raysand infrared and ultraviolet radiations has contributed further information. '-fe

results of these ;studies can be used by students to facilitate their own investigations of stellar

systems. During the study of this section teachersc'may place stress on the indirect nature of stellar
observations and measurements as well as the variety of inference-and hypothesis to which this has

led. Examples such as the super puzzling quasars and black holes may be used.

LEARNING OUTCOMES,

The student should be able to:

1.. Discuss methods of measuring astronomical distances using triangulation, paralIa±`and relative brightness

of stars and doppler shift and solve related' problems.

(Activity

2. Interpret a liertzsprungssel diagram using luminosity and temperature to place stars on the diagram:

(Activity #1, 3) --..
y

3. Describe the life cycles. of stars including possible origins of pulsarS>.neutron stars, black holes and

quasars.

(Activity #3, 4)

4. Interpret the doppler effect and describe its use in the caltulation of astronomical distances.

(Activity #6)

5. Use discussion substantiated with evidence to compare at least two theories on the origin of theUtiiverse.

References:

1. Ordway, Earth Science, (Van Nostrand).

-- 6.
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2. American Geological Institute, investignans the Earth.

3. Ameridan Geological Institute, Teachers' Guide to Investigating the Eaf,Q.

4, American Geological Institute, Geology -and Earth Science Sourcebook-

5. Jackson /Evans, Spaceship Earth, Earth Science (Houghton-Mifflin):

6. Nuffield Secondary Science 8, The Earth and Its Place in The Univere, (Liongrrian).

7. Bishop, Focus on Earth Scii'nce, (Merrill).

8. Goldthwait, Earth Science, (Ginh).

9. Life Nature Library, The Earth, (Time Inc., Book-D-ivision).

10. Time Space and Matter, Investigating the Physical World Series, (McGraw-Hill).

Encountering the Physical World
Exploring a Slice of the Earth

- From MiCrocosT to Macrocosm
Levels of Approxiation
Dimensions and Motions of the Earth
The Surface of the Earth _

The Grand Canyon of the Colorado
The Surface of the Moon
Worlds ,in Space

11. Wolfe et al., Earth and Space Science, (Heath).

Activities and Investigations

1. Optical and Radio Windows and the Electromagnetic Spectrum.

a. Use,of spectroscopes (see activities listed under Sun).
b. Dopplel effect see-Earth Science, Ordway, pp. 508-510.

bistandes

0

a. Investigating the_Earth,has an exercise on parallax, pp. 458-459. The Teacher's Guide is
excellent. ---- .

. .

b. Measurement of distances is discussed in the Geology and Earth Science Sourcebook.

3. Types of Stars

a. Plot a Hertzsprung-Russel diagram, I.T.E., p. 467, and Spaceship Earth, pp. 22-24, from this
lead into stellar evolution. In connection with stellar evolution it is interesting to consider
pulsars. neutron stars and black holes.

4. G a-Taxi,es

I.T.E.,M,vestigate stars in the Milky Way, pp. 482-483.

5. Discuss neutronstars and black holes. See Film List: The Black Holes of Gravity.

6. Discuss Hubbie's LaV( andthe Expanding Universe. See Film List Galaxies and the Univefse.

7.

14
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WU 2
SOLAR SYSTEMS

Once student ve been introduced to the magnitude of stellar energies and distances, attention
can be focu sed o our local star, Sol, and The rest of our "family"; the solar system:Some teachers
may prefer to mov from the known to the unknown and teach the units in this section in a reverse
order-to their presentation here; again it is a matter of individual style..

The energieS and distances which are part -of stellar astronomy may be related to the evolution and
functibning of the solar system by including topics 'Such as the origin of the- elements and the

. relative:measurements of the sun and its. planets,. ...

-The earth is a member of the solar syStem. Other planets exhibit retrograde motion along the ecliptic
again-St the ,t3ackground of the stars. Along the ecliptic plane are the constellations of the zodiac.

The planets all revolve in the same direction around the 'sun and in neaRy the same plane. Their or-
1, bits Were first accurately described by Copernicus. and Kepler. They are caused to move in circles,

or-mare accurately, ellipses, by the gravitational attraction of the Sun. They are at im'mense distan-
ces frorn each other and from the Stin.

Their peculiar motions and their changes of brightness probably started the study of astrology,
which led to the study Of astronomy,

t .

eLEARNING OUTCOMES

The student should be able7"to

Discuss the study and ,origin of astrology as opposed to that of astronomy.
t'

12. Determine the diameter of the Sun.

(Activity #1)

. Use a spectroscope to-determine the nature of various types of light emissivi.;,

(Activity #2)

4. Construct a sundial.

(Activity #5)

8.



5. Describe and explain the variation in day_length over:a year for several widely separated positions on the
globe.

6. Describe retrograde ?notion using models to explain the phenomenon.

(Activity #6)

Describe the positions of Various phThets and their posSible or gins.

Ii

(Activity #8, 9)

8. Define the ecliptic plane and the constellations of the zodiac. Emphasize the immense distil' nces between the
planets.

(Activity #10)
.

9. Compare and contrast gi'ocentric with heliocentric descriptions of the solar system.

10. -Conipa re at least two opposing theories on the origin of the solar system.

(Activity #10)

Activities and Investigations

The Sun

The Sun is a star whose energy is colossal. It derives its energy through the conversion of mass (the l
fusion of hydrhgen to form helium). "

Much informationabout the Sun and Stars is obtained from the use of spectroscopes to analyze'
electromagnetic radiations.

Sunspots a-nd_ other solar disturbances cause disruptions in the earth's magnetosphere and, in o
communications.

la Its Size and Distance:

r

a. Measuring the diaineter of the Sun. Investigation 18, Investigations in Earth Science (Gold-
thwait).

b. Nuffield Secondary Science (8.25-ii, p. 75).

c Lab Manual.to Eatth anti Space Science, Wolfe et al., p. 123.

2. Spectra

a. Examine light with a spectroscope. Investigation 20, Investigating Earth Science, (Gold-
thwait).

b. Spectra and Spectroscopeg, Developing Science Concepts in the Laboratory, Expt. V-14,
Rasmussen and Schmid.

9.
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c. Temperature and Colour. Demonstration, p -77, Nuffield Secondary Science (8.25-iii).

3. The Sun'sEnergy

a. How Much Power is the Sun Emitting, (Nuffield), Secondary Science. (8 25-iv).'

4. Sunspots

a. Plot sunspot activity, Investigating the Earth, TeLacher's Guide, p. 47. v-

b. Observing eirnspots, p. 73, Nuffieid Secondary Science. (8.25-i), or Geology and Earth
Science Sourcebook, -p. 278. ____.

_ ...,.

5. Construct a. sun dial. Focus on Earth Science, p. 125.
\

b. Piot a graph of Times of Sunrise versus Tirde-sdf-Sunset_f_or one day peer mopth over, a*
period of a year. This is interesting because it shows the tremendouSTv-ari-ation_i_a_houksLof
daylight. Skywatch, I.T.E.

The Solar System

The earth is a member of.the solar sy m. Other planets exhibit retrograde motion along.the ecliptic
r-against the background of the stars. Along the ecliptic plane are the constellations of the zodiac.

. N
Thej3Tat'lets all revolve in the same direction-around the Sun and in nearly the same plane. Their or-

.

bits were first accurately describ d by Copernicus and Kepler. They are caused to move in circles,
or more accurately, ellipses, by the gravitational attraction of the Sun.

sr

They are at immense distances rom each other a -from the Sun.

i

Their peculiar motions and their changes of brightness probably started the study of astrology,
which led to the development of astronomy.

6. Retrograde Motion

a. ActNity, p. 438, I.T.E.

b. Retrograde Motion, p. 11, Lab Investigations in Earth Scienc Brown, Kemper, Lewis, and
p. 263, Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook.

7. The Orbits of Planets

a. The Orbit of Mars, p. 95, Nuffield Secondary Science (8.12-iv, p. 19).

b. Phases of Planet X, p. 440, I.T.E.

c. See Appendix, Films, p. 77

Elements of the Solar System

a. Make models of the solar system. Constructing a model of the solar system, (Goldthwait), p.
23, .1 nvestigating Earth Science,

b-. Investigating Interplanetary Distances, p. 436, 1.T.E, p. 229.

c. How Big Is Space?. p. 40, Nuffield, Secondary Science, (8.28-i).
d. -See APpendix; Films, p. 77

/

Views of the Universe

Geometric Ptolemy and Almagest.

Heliocentric Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, 4Newtonr

10.



10. Origins of Solar Systerr.F. .

,Arty theory must account for the facts that:

a. The planets' orbits are nearly circular and are in the same plane.
b. They revolve in the same direction about the Sun.
c. Their spacirys obey Bode's rule.

.

d. The outer planets are light, they inner ones are heavy..

e. The sun'rotates in_the'same direction as the planets., revolve, and its axis is/slightly inclined.

f. The orbits tf comets are highly eccet,tric and are inc-lined at any angle to the ecliptic,
g., There are some indications that th6 earth was molten 'in its early history.

h, The periods.o rotation, of a'l planets, except Mercury, are in the same order of magnitude,
which is remar able considering the differen_ces.;of their masses.

A full reference to thiS'Is made on p.,252,-Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook; also in Ord-
way: Earth Science. .

THE THIRD PLANET

Seemingly large measurements of the earth's dimensiohs can be shown in perspectNte when com-
pared to the vast distances introduced in the other units of this section. The remarkable coincidence
of-our planet's circumstances become apparent as the distances, composition arid movements of the
earth are examined in this unit: This unit examines the groSs physical attributes of the earth as a
planet.

L RNING aUTCONIES

The udent should be able to:

1. 'Cal( (late 11w volume, density and circitinference of the earth.

(Activity 1)

2. Demonstrate 'that the earth ,rotales on ifs axis, .using at_leaSt two niethtx15.

11.



&. Give evidence to support a description of the earth's mac,:zetic field.

(Activity #4) ,

4. Suggest possible mechanisms whereby a play et couhi nk:f(111ce .a magnetic field which is characterized by\
wandering poles and frequent field reversals.

(Activity #4)

--- Use models to explain the (zauses of solar and 'lunar eclipses.

(Activity #6) .

6. Describe what the Moon is-like.

(Activity #8)

. Describe 'the motion of the Moon as pa,rt of the Solar\system.

(Activity #7)

r

References (Correspond by number to the Activities and Investigatior\s which follow.),.

1. American Geological Institute: litVestiga Jim the Earth, Chapter 1. Wol e et al: ExplOration of the
Universe, p. 78. Ordway: Earth Science, p. 38.- '

2. American Geolodical Institute, Investigating the Earth, pp. 14-23 and 15. 4 8. Ordway: Earth. Science,
p., 476.

3. Life Nature Library: Th'e Earth, Time Inc., Book Divislom, pp. 9-18. Abell: Earth and Space Science,
'Chapters 6 and 7, (teacher reference). Ordway: The Earth Science, p. 20. Wolfe et al:- Earth and
Space ScAce, p. 237. The UniverSity of Illinois Astronomy Program, The Universe in Mo!ion, Chap-'
ter 5.

. \
4. American Geological Instittite, burestig a ting the .Earth, p. 68. Ordway: Earth Science, p: 298.. Life

Nature Library, The Earth, Time Inc., Book Division, p. 20. Teaching Aids, B.C.T.F., Continental
Drift, D. Williams. Schmid et al., Extending Science Concepts in the l_altoratory, p. 142.

5. Abell: Ex/don/jou of ,thellitiverse, Halt, Rinehart and Winston. p. 79. Ordway: Earth Science, p. 38.

6. Wolfe et al: Earth and Space Science. American 'Geological Institute: Investigating the Earth.

7 Teaching Aids, B.C-.T.F.: Continental Drift, D. Williams: Ordway: Earth Science, p. 38 and p. 312.
Life Nature. Library:' The Earth, Time. Inc., Book. Division, p. 66.

8. Investigating Lunar Surfaces #8 Tittle, apace and Matter, (special Mats needed), (Accounting

12.



for crater;tYpes),lfwesti,olinLunar Landscapes on the Moon, p: 442, l.T.E., (special mats needed).
274.'Geo/Qto acid Earth Sciences Sourcebopk.

Adtivities and Investigations

\ 1. The Volurrie of the Earth

Use( Eratosthenes' method or some variation of his method. The following is an example:,

Take the differenc.e in. solar times. between two Cities on or near the eqUator, such as Macapa,
Brazil, at approximately 50-E, and quit(); Ecuador at approximately 78°E.,Their solar times differ
by approximately 1 hour and 48 minutes.They are 1480 km apart. What is the volume of the
Earth? .

Motion and Apparent Motion
t;,.,

a. Take time. exposures of stars. OP lens wide, explAe for.several minutes. yse fast 'On.
Colour slides (high speed Ektachro e) will-even show stacolour. For detail G . aof mt.. acid
Earth Sciences SourcebOok, p. 299.
Foucault pendulum. Geology and, Earth Sciences -Sourcebook., p 27).

Encountering the Physical World #1. Time Si.face"and Matter. Contains excellent Multi-
exposure photographs which could be used on an opaque projector; or by group's of
student's.

e:

d. Geology and Earth Sciehce SoLticebook contains a number of activities reiating
a

to motion.
in the ;heavens, pp. 264-281. ti

Movements of the Earth

a. The earth moves with several motions: rotation, revolution, precession, revolution about the
comMon centre of gravity of the. Earth and the M6on. rotational motion with the solar
system around the galaxy 'and motion with the galaxy. As well as these motions; there is a
relativ6 motion between the crust and the mantle. Because of the conservation.of rotational,-
momentum. the axis of the earth is always directed to the North Star, inclinded at 23 1/2° to
its plane of revolution about the sun. This fact combined' with the revolution of the earth

'about tile sup causes the seasons.
b The, combination§ of any of these motions can be shown bydesignating-certain students

as the Sin, certain anets and distant stars and Chalking out their orbits on the laboratory
or the g,kri flObr. When each student performs his motion the resultant motion Can be
illustratedV

c. If one student carries a chalk glebe inclined at:23 1/2' while another rotates a rojectbr
representing the sun, the significance of the Arctic Circle, Tropic of Cancer, etc., becomes
very evident:,

d. See Appendi.X, Films, p. 77

The Magnetic Field

a: Show properties'of magnets and m'agnetic fields about magnets. The magnetosphere of the
earth is a doughnut-shaped tubulai- layer around the earth VON about 970 km to 65 000 km
out into space. The nature and, significance of this belt can be discussed. .

b. The position of the earth's magnetic pole, its relation'to the geogiaphic pole and its ap-
parent wanderings over the globe, together with the:reversals of the earth's-magnetic field
caribe discussed.

c., The earth's magnetic field results from electric currents in the liquid-like core. A reversal in
these currents.jwill cause a reversal in direction of the earth's magnetic field.

13.
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d. See Appendix, Films, p. 77'

5. The Mass of the Earth

The mass of the earth can be calculated by multiplying the average density of the. Earth by its
volume. Find the average density of about a dozen rock samples of various kinds and calculate
an approximate value for the mass of the earth. The,accepted.valueS are an average dendity. of
5,5 gicm3 artd a .mass of 5.98 x 1021 kg. What dcies this suggest about the structure of the
earth? '

Satellites' of the Earth' 11

The study.of the Moon as a satellite can be approached in several ways. From the surface of the
earth we. can study the characteristics of the' Moon and think about its origin or we can study
the photographs and reports of e astronauts..

Eclipses of the Moon and of the Sun give us evidence.about theearth and information about
the great distances that separate the Moon from the Earth. The nature of the flights of artificial
satellites can also be studied.

Structure of tht earth

This section will be dealt with in detail under the headings The Crust of the Earth and A
Dynamic Planet_ If the earth is to be compare'd. to other planets certain general features (it's at-
mosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and internal structure) should be presented in sufficient
detail for comparison to be made.

Use.a mercury manometer to make a mercury barometer: Discuss balance between the' mercury
column anc a balancing column of air in the atmosphere...Assuming that the mercury column
drops 1 cm for an increase in' altitude of 108 m, starting at sea level, find the apparent height of
the atmosphere. The actual height is many times this value.. Discuss the imnlications.

Investigation of the details of the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, and the lith ',ere can be
-assigned to the pupils as an exercise. The results of their researCh_can be disc. 3ed in class.
The origin of the atmosphere and hydrosphere could also be discussed.,

The. Moon

The Moon is a barren. place. Its orbit around the 'earth is small comparecrto the radius of the
earth's orbi.; around the Sun. The astronauts on the Moon,the experiments they performedand
the purpose of these experiments.

1
.

a. Make a scale model of the earth:-moon-s n system. Have 12 pairs of students draw the orbit
of the earth around the sun, each for 30 ays (one month). On this superimpose the moon's
orbit. Use tt-tis scale: Erth's orbit: m, Moon's orbit 1.0 car (Investigatibn 33-2, Lab In-
vestigations in Eart Sc nce, Bros n Kemper and Lewis. contains detail and a slightly dif-
ferent method).
If possible, study the Moon with binocul r or a telescope during the class period.
The Mcon as Part of .the Solar System., Nu field Secondary Science. (8.23-111).
What is the;Mobn like? Nuffield Secondary -pience (8.23-i).

...
.
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Section

INTRODUCTION

R4 0

Geology is the science of the earth. It is the study of ,our planet, its external and internal structures.
its materials, its processes, and its history.

SCOPE AND SEQUk NCE

Unit 1 TheDynpmic Crust

1. Earth N./laterials-

2. Igneous Activity.

3.. Rocks Flow Bend: and Brak.

4. Continental Drift Plate Tectonics.

/

Unit-2 A Changing Planet

1. The Earth Bflow.

a. the lobal gurface%

b. soil formation
c. land profiles

2. The Time 'Scale.

3. Gradational Forces.

a. ice

b. water

c, wind

Unit 3 The Earth's. Biography/Geologic Time

1. Geologic Tim.e

a. relative and absolute
b. measuring absolute time
c. geologid time chart

2. Fossils and Earth History

a formation

b. fossils and taps
c: superposition and uniformitarianism
d. significance of fossils

18.
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UNIT SCOPE AN SEQUENCE

19-.--sciTh Materials

a. The Crust of the Earth
b. kF,jr t Look at ;Rocks
c. Mine als,

I

d. Rock , Detaiied ,,Study

2. IgneOus ctivity
tt

. a. Distribution. of Volcanoes

b. Magma- and Lava

c. Prediction of Eruptions

d. Igneous Activity. in British Columbia

e. Geysers, Hot Springs. and Fumaroles

3 .. Rocks Flow, .Bend and Break

a.. Rocks Bend and Floiv
'b. Rocks Break ..
c. Earthquakes

d. Earthquakes and the Interior of the Earth

.4. Continental Drift/Plate Tectonics

6. Devdlopmerit of the Theory

b. Evidence for Continental Drift
c. Current ".Plate Tectonic Theory

25

O
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Section
O.1 001ctr.)

34:a Lb

A a

THE DYNAMIC CRUST

This unit deals with,earth materials progressing from a close inspection of eocks'and minerals to the.
forttation and composition of rock:Units. The dynamic crust concludes with a study of -the formation
of oceans and mountains integrated,in terms .of theories of global plate tectonics. The four parts, of
this unit. are:

1. Earth Materials

RoOkei'and,rrilnerals are discussed in the'context of the nature and organization. of matter in the .

lithosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere. This introductory topic is basic to Ihe understanding
Of -many geological processes. Field activities are an essential component. of this section.

2. Igheou'S Activity

Evidence of igneous activity is corn-Mon ih most areas of British Columbia: Etensive volcanic
activity is indicated by both landforfna and extrusive materials. The Coast Range batholith is a .,
major intrusive feature of relatively recent origin in North America. Local ignebus features *ifl '-

determine the degrde of emphasis on this section of study. y

3. Rocks Flow, Bend and Break

Deformation features are evident throughout the'Earth's,Crust. The nature of the deformation is
dependent on factors such as pressure, :temperature, time, and composition of the rock. Slow
deformation allows some varieties of rock to respond as plastic by thinning, twisting, tilting,
rising or folding. Different conditions may produce fraOtures in rock, i.e., joints or faults. Stif
ficiemiylarge and rapid faulting causes earthquakes and produces seismic waves. The study of
these waves has :e.vealed the structure of the interior,of the earth.

4 .COntinental Drift/Plate-Tectonics

As emphasized ID the introduction- to this course, plate tectonics and continental drift are
among the most important topics.

[-PaL0 u Earth Materiels

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The 'student should be able to:

20. 2



1. Ccintrast and compare the basii- similarities and differences between tlw atmosphere, hydrosphere and
lithosphere: .

(Reference: #1. 2)

2. Recognize the importance 11111/ abundance of 'various elements in the earth's cruy.

(Reference #1, 2)

3. Differentiate betzvecii rocks and minerals.

(Activity #1)

4. Describe the formation of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks; classify rocks as igneous, sedimen-

tary and -metamorphic.

(Activity #3; Reference #3, 4, 5, 6)

5. Describe the relationship bi,tzeeen crystal size and cooling rates in i,gneous.rocks; classify ligneous rocks as

volcanic (extrusive), or plutonic titrustive)..

(Activity #2)

6. !Describe
selected physical and chemical properties- of ;.ocks and mlneral:;.

(ACtivity #4)

7. L, ,di references; identilv selected- rocks 111111 minerals.

(Reference #10, 11, 12; Special note #1)

8. Explain the relationship between the characteristics of selccted in in era Is, and atomic structure.

(Reference #7, 8, 9)

9. Integrate the study of' rocks and minerals with local geology and ind16-tries.

1, Igneous Activity.:



LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student sh.ould be able to:

10. Describe the world distribution o volcanic. activity.

(Activity #5; Reference #13, 14, 15)

11. Compare magma and 1

(Activity #6; Reference #17)

12. Citical/r/ discuss their"-ti Magnrn formation.

(Reference #17, 19)
t!:

13. Reco,mize local intrusive and extrusive forms

(Activity #7, 8; Reference #18, 19, 20)
N

14. Relate local evidence of 'igneous activity to other parts of British Columbia and North America.

(Reference #.21, 22)

15. Specify !imitations and assumptions in the predictioir of volcanic ,11 IV

(Activity #9)
a

16. Dc..;critic occurrence and pa 01 re of geysers, funtarole and hot springs.

(Activity #10; Reference. #18, 19, 23)

iPctiki Rocks Bend, Break and Flow

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The .student should be able to:

17. Describe and classify deformations such as folds., joints anti faults.

(Activity #11, 12; Reference #24, 25)

22.



18. Describe the world distribution of earthqUakt1 epicentres.

(Activity #13, 17)

19. Compare the world distribution of earthquakes and volcanoe!-L

(Activity #13; 17)

20. illustrate the elastic rebound theory.

(Activity #14; Reference #26, 27)

21. Compare the properties of P and S waves; demonSlrale P and S waves With 0 /;,,

(Reference #28. 29)

22. .Locate the epicentres of an earthquake given appropriate seismographic data and WaVe-SPeeainft)rinaijoh.

(kctivity #15)

z.3 Illustrate the principle 0 a seismograph.

(Activity #16)

24. Distinguish ea rthquake magnitude and earthquake intensity..

(\Reference #30)

25. Relate the study of earilupuikes and our understanding of the interior of the earth.

(Reference #31, 32, 33)

1)411,4 `-4 - Continental Drift Plate Tectonics

LEARNING OUTCOMES
-

The student should be able to:



26. ReelWili:c and cite evidence for continental drif

.

(Reference #34, 35, 36; Special

or roc: Iv 'Nu is!, between congiruct

Note 42)

27. C '.estruetive, and

28.' Compare east the convection theory, the expanding earth theory, and the shinking earth theory,

/plate tectonic theory.

conservative pia It' niNitic.

29. Deieribe and/or demonstrate the principle sof isostacY. .-//-

. .

IIIIIst ni le the formation of geosimettnes a 11(1 ,(),,. loici bra 1 mountains i.depositiol uplift antrdeformation).
. . .

131.

-)ecrilic thi, meaning of a gravity anain'llY; discuss c:rapitu anomalies in rt'l to31. I
r

'noun ta in ranges.

1

Referbnces

1. American Geological Institute, GeologY

2. Ameiir.-ah Geological 'Institu1e, Ini,estixattn

3. American Geological Institute, GeoloNy and

Earth Sciences Soursebook, 1970' 1)p. 1_4.

'the Earth '(revised Sec, 2_1,

Earth Sciences Stnircelloak,
0 28.

4. American Geological Institute, Inveating the Earth ,(revised ed ec. 2-2, 2-3.
. .

5 (
---14'''''Y Or, Ments, (General Learning Corporation). a°E)re", 7,ration). Chapter 2 5, 9, 10, 12.

6. .Jackso ).Chapter 9,
niEvans. Spareship Eartlearth Science (Houghton-Mifflin

-can Geological Institute, Gi'o/ii,c:.liiiiiii Earth _Sciences c_0i/rye/look,
1970,

970' 13P. 4-2.(i7. Ameri

8. American Geological Institute, biv ,41itiiIiiN''fie Earth' (revised edition)' Se r- --/\
2-9 pp. 06-7:

--"OY Problems (General Learning GO" Iration), Resource 11.9. (-

10. American Geological
1970, ,

--n Iristitute, Geolo;;y and Earth Sciences Sourcebook,

ad master .in the teacher's guide),
hive:.;tigat:n

guide.),
the Ea Oh (revised 'edition),

'''D. 28-56.

overhead
Chapter 12 (note the11. American Geological Institute;

12. Jackson /Evans, Spaceship Scioire (Houghton-Mifflin), Chapter

13. McKee, B.. Cascadjil, GeoNical Ev)I"tio/.of the.Ricific Northwest, (M
raw,H

1

14. Americ 1970,
an 'Geologicl Institute, GeuhrNY and Earth Sciences Sourceboak,

15. American Geological Institute, hizie5.11NatinN
ti Earth (revised. editio i) Sec

11.6.

16. Goldth-Wait. L. Earth Science (Ginn), PP. 260-266: 272-273.-

17. Atlas of x if-, volcanic Phenomena (U.S Geological Survey), Sheets `1

18. American Geological Institute, Geol(W)/ and Earth Sciences Sourcel
1 970,

niak, Op. 59-77. .

Science (McGraw-Hilf), pp. 101-11'3'.19. Heller, a rth
-------. et al.. Challenges to Sciencelr

d 2,

0
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d. hardness or "scratchability" - Mohr's scale ordinary objects (fingernail, penny, etc.)

e. breaking:

- cteavage
- fracture ordinary descriptive terms

f. heft (density, specific gravity)
g. form e.g., massive, crystalline, etc.

h. special properties:
reaction to 1N,4 HCI (calcite)

- magnetic
- attracted by a magnet
- fluorescence
- radioactive

5. Have students plot the location of a variety of volcanoes on a world map and attempt to discern
a pattern. Jackson/Evans, Spaceship Earth/Earth Science (Houghton - Mifflin), Sec.. 10.

6. Activities in' Jackson/Evans, SPiceshiP Earth/Earth Science (Houghton-Mifflin), Sec. 16.1,
10.2.

7. 1"ntrusiveand extrusive forms in: Crusty problems ,(General Learni:;g Corporation), pp. 74-78.

8. Construct a,cinder cone model: American GeOlogidal Institute, Geology and Earth Sciences
Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 62, 71.

9. Volcano prediction activity in: Jackson/Evans,.
Mifflin), Sec. 10.

Spaces p Earth/Earth Science (Houghton-

10. Construct a model .geyser: American Geologi.cal Institute, Geology and Earth Sciences
Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 71-76.

11. Deform'ation activities in: Crusty Problenis (General Learning Corporation), 'pp. 79 -a6.

12. a. Laboratory Investigation #31 in: Goldthwait, Investigations in Earth Science (Ginn).

b. Activities,7.1, and 7.2 in: Heller, et al., Challenges to Science/Earth Science (McGraw-Hill).

13.. Earthquake epicentre exercises in: Crusty Problems (General Learning Corporation), p. 4.
, Jackson/Evans, Spaceship Earth/Earth Science (H oughtonA4 iff 11.1,' 11.2.

14.
` {Houghton - Mifflin),Elastic rebound theory: Jackson/Evans Spaceship Earth/Earth science

Activities in Sec. 11.7, 11.8, 11.9, 11.10. =, ',.
r.,,,S

15. Locate the epicentre of an earthquake: Jackson/Evans, Spaceihip Earth/Earth Science
(Houghton Mifflirf); Sec. 11.13 or .

American 'Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth (revised edition), Sep. 13. 4 or
Goldthwait, Investigations in Earth Science (Ginn), Laboratory InVestigation #25. ,

16. The Principle of a seismograph: Heller, et al., Challenges to Science/Earth\Science (McGraw -
Hill), Activity 6.1 (p. 118). American Geological Institute, Geology and Earth Sciences Source-
book, 1970. p. 92. Jackson/Evans, Spaceship Earth/Earth Science (HoughtOnWifflin), 313.

17. Earthquake watch-see Investigating the .Earth, Teacher's Guide,,p. xi, PLANNING AHEAD
(Note: action is requireeat the start of the year for this activity).

18. Interior of the earth: flacksonfEvans, SPeceship Earth/Earth Science (Houghton-Mifflin), p. 449.

26.



SPECIAL NOTES:

ROCKS AND MINERALS

(Prospectors' s
Survey of Canada has

Mineral Chips
inexpensive, good quality

.

Only a selection
oPerosPectors. Set of Rock Chips)i with 36 samples in each set

sets of -rockS and mineralsThe Geological

on of samples shoUld studied in detail at this stage of earth science studies.

1. Mineral Chips

(cleav
malachite, and native ,-piper ores. If the opportunity arises add samples of bornite

azurite
sets are deficient in the c,a. The S

b. Stress GROUP
quality), corundum.-1

copper Other useful additions , L

and
-culu include cinnibar: halite'

c. Labe7s
nes are a group of-'' -,Ids pars micas.. Hornblende is

olivine.
a member of the amphibole

grow,.
Gp Ry rOo Ux eP

properties, e.p f.,11

can

which augite is a common

d.

be secured usingafiberglassing resin.
u example.

used for tk_.
organization of samples.

A
Egg cartons may be "

2 Rock Chips

a. Stress
b.

stone

field identification. Use identify thea few broad categories to rocks

rocks are by far the

c. Useful

rocks on the crust. Shale, sand_

and limestone form the majority
most common exposed r) ,_

d. See r
additions would include -aiority

of these rocks.

Pumice and obsidian.

(9') and (d) under Mineral chips. '44

.

V

CONTINENTAL DRIFT /PLATE TECTONICS

The following Publications are excellent

1. Mathews, so,. This chansing Earth,
generJ1 referenues for this important topic:

2. Continents from' Scientific

January, 1973.'National Geographic, J

Adrift, readings -entific American, W.H. Free

This topic might. in three P

man and Company..

historical asio
g best be dealt with i arts,. i.e.: (1) briefly and

volCanoes, earth akes. oceanography.
-ects-early in the course. (21

integrate
Y introduce descriptive a

earthquakes.
''''i integrate relevant aspects With :appropriate toPiOs. e,g.,

.

(3) summarize the ,o\ierall theory
lure),

tlieory (present the "big .pip_

3. Developntent,d1 The Theory

a. 'Topographical fit between
b. we,ner's theory.

4. Evidence,
-

a._ Distribution
.

for Coritinental Drift
cr

-ution of:

volcanoes
.earthquakes and depth of foci
____ deep ocean trenches

. OrogeniC belts:

mate. h 'from continent to contirent
do not extend across ocean-floors

c. Paleod.

_Fossi

i.e.,
aeldtioncfimates match. ?,T '.

e. Polar
correlation.

wandering.

continental margins: the idea of continental drift.

27.
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g.

Ocean-floor;
mid-oceanic ridge

----- rock are geologically young
age of rock increases towards continental margin
thickness of sedimentary;-rock is greater towards the continental margin
the pattern of magnetic anomaly is remarkably syMmqtrical; one side is the mirror image

.of the other with respect to the oceanic ridge

Distribution of mountain ridges. ,

.>

5. Current plate-Tectonic-Thee

a. Description of plates.
b. plate margins:

constructive margins: (a) rifting.. (b) down-dropping (c) thinning and volcanoes
destructive margins ( ocean-ocean/ocean-continent/continent-continent) .(a) trenching:
earthquake foci, g ravtiy anomaly, geoSyncline formation (b) folding and mountain
building (c),thrustin

e.g.,
9 and mountain building

copservative Margins,
of plate motion:

San Andreas fault
c. Cale ---_ction current,co Mantle extensively involved

m dified convection current theOry. lOng flat convection cells
c ntracting earth

pending earth

sectionr Ozbiu,okajj

A CHANGING PLANET

NTROCtucTION

Change word to this
...

is the key unit. Students can be challenged to produce examples, of any land-
scape g.scapp Which\ hich is not changing.' Y his type of in'trodUction leads directly to, a study of the changes
presently occurring and the forces which cause them. The unit then turns to the effect of such
changes 0,Ier geologic time and thus leads` to Unit 3.

SCOPE
AND SEQUENCE

1. The Earth Below c

a' the local-surface

b. soil formation

28.
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c. land, iyofiles

2. The ,Time Scale

3. Gradational Forces

a. ice

b. water
0, .Wind

sj -- The. Earth Below

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The studp.nts should be able to

bei;eribe at.1,?ast four types of changes in evidence at n local gravel pit or road cut relating the chqnges to
canal f'ctprs,

(Activity #1; Reference #3)

2. hien!lly soil horizons and indicate their origins and -composition.

(Activity #2; Reference #1, '2)

Correlate common local sedimentary deposits with possible origins, methods of transport and environments.
01.,deposition.

(Activity #1, 2, 5; Reference #3)

4. Construct a model of a soil profile.

(Activity #2, 4)

Analyse the.produets of weathering such as crushed granite, sub-soil and top soil. Account for differences
iri the samples.

(Activity #2; Reference #1)

Recognize the significance of porosity and perrmeabilitij in soil production processes.

(Activity #3)



References

1. Goldthwait, Lawrence, Earth Science, 1972, Formation of.Soil,-- pp. 41.-42...

2. American Geological Institute,' Investigating the Earth, 1973, investigating products 'of
weathering, soil a basic earth materia!, factors thdt influence soil formatiori, kinds,of soils,
pp. 194-200.

.. .
1( .. .

3. American Geol9gical Institute, hwestigatiq flu' Earth, 1973, water, ice, and wind erode the land,
the magnitude of erosion, pp. 203-208.

Activities and Investigations

1.. American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide, 1973, pp. 188-189,
field trip: investigating earth history in the field.

.

2. American Geological 1-nstitute, Geology and Earth Science -SourCebook, 1970, pp. 160-161.

-.This activity includes comparing soils with parent material, a variety of tests on the soil
horizons, and a -diagrammatic reconstruction of the soil .profile. A diagram of the stages of
maturation of soil is also" given. -

3. `Goldthwait, Lawrence. Investigations in Earth Science, 1972, p. 167, activities in porosity and
permeability:

4. Goldthwait, Lawrence, Investigations in Earth Science, 1972, Pp. 98106, Construction of a
Model is Outlined in Investigation 30 and 31.

5. Williams, DaVid. Cntting Your Hands into the Till, B.C.T.F. Lesson Aids, Vancouver, BritiSh
Columbia;

a The Time Scale

Gedlogical time is vast. much longer than historic time. This concept can be presented quite
-naturally in the sequence here, or else in a later, section. (See Section B. Unit 3)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student shoild be able, 'to:

1: Determine age': by direct Observations, such as the counting of tree growth rings and, of varves.

(Activity #1; Reference #1, 2)

Understand absolute dating by Means of radioactive elements.

(Activity #2, 3; Reference #3)

f.
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,

3. Construct Geological Time Scale of your own.

(Activity #4; Reference #4)

References

1. Bisque, Pratt anti Thompson, Earth Science: Patyrns in. our Environment, 1975, pp. 12115.

2. American Geological Institute, lavestigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide, 1973, pp. 168-171.

3. American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 333-337.

4, Goldthwait, Lawrence, Earth Science, 1972; 'pp. 109-125.
cz

Achvities and Investigations

1. Ask students to. bring stump-ends from logs (known as lily pads in the s'aw-mills of British
Columbia) to determine age by counting growth rings. Note how. ring growth patterns enable us
to link up- with trees of 'pre-historic times. -\

\ .

.2. American. Geoldgical Institute, Investigating the Earth, TeaCher's Guide, 1973, pp. 171-172,
radioattiye elem.entsand --atomic--clocks, using atomic clocks to measure geologic time.

American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 328-329, an exercise to
illustrate probability rate in radioactive decay is presented.

4. American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 333-339. The Geologic. Time
Scale is presented together with problems In calibration for the same. J

1.°

- Gradational Forces
,

.

,

The action of running. water, of ice,' and of wind.not only reshabed the mountainsbut also has had a
great impact on 'much of the continental North American land mass.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The ilstudent should be able to:

The Action of ice

1. Account for the. features produced through Valley glaciers and .through continental ice sheets.

(Activity .#1; Reference #1, 3, 5)

Prepare tables whiCh indicate contrasting as well as common features present in areas influenced by valley
and continental glaciers.

(Activity #2; Reference #1, 3,

31.
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'3. Apply concepts olisuper-position and ittrifor'initarianisin in order to analyse cross-Sections of glacial tills
and outwash

.
(

(Activity #3)
1

,

.

4. Reconstruct conditions during the retreat of the ice sheets using-paleontological evidence and a geological
map cif the Ice Age. c

(Activity #4)

The Action of Watei

1. Set up a stream table to determine the effect of stream slope, of water volume and of soil particle size in

stream erosion. ,

(Activity #5, 7; 'Reference #2, 4)

2. Determine the effect'of erosion upon various portions of a valley.

(Activity #5, 6, 7; Reference #2,.4)

3. Reco,smize'the effect of dissolved or suspended particles in water upon erosion of the stream bed.

(Activity #6; Reference #2, 4):

4. Recognize the effects and characteristics of shoreline erosion and deposition.

t2,

(Activity' #8, 9; R erence #7)

Indicate 'the significance of the effect of water as an erosional agent iii oxidation, hydration, frost action,
and in inineral solution. .

(Activity #10.,: 11; Reference #2, 4)

The Action of Wind

'.X.itionstrate how ,winds move sediments and modify the earth's surface.

(Activity #13, 14; Refprence. #6)

°2. Recognize the major' features characteristic of a desert landscape.

(Activity #14; Reference #6)



11.

3. Differentiate between wind blown and water eroded sand,

(Activity #12)

References

1. Goldthwait, Lawrence, Earth Science, 1972, Chapter 17; Formation and Movement of Glaciers,
Erosion by Glaciers, Deposition by Glaciers, pp. 358 -379.

2.; doldthWarra-wrence, Earth Science, 1 d72, Chapter 16, Action of RUnning Waier, Erosion by Run-
ning'Water, Stream and Valley Development, pp. 335-357.

3. American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth; 1973,The Great Ice Age, pp. 406-410.

4.. Ordway, Richard J., Earth Scieithe, 1972, Chapter 7, Weathering, Mass-Wasting, and Strea.in
Erosion pp. 171-208.

5. Ordway, Richard J., Earth Science, 1972, Chapter 9, Glaciation, pp. 235-259.

6. Ordway, Richard J., Earth Science, 1972, Chapter 10, Winds and Dry Lands, pp. 261-276.

7. American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, 1973, The Continental Margins,
pp.:226-230..)

Activities and Investigations,

1. _American GeoPogical Institute, Geology and 'Earth Science SoUrcebook, 1970, pp. 213-216, an
analysis of the Glacial Map of North America is presented. Adaptation of the principles as they
apply. ins Canada' is suggested for students in British Columbia.

2. American Geological Institute, Geology and_.-Earth Science Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 212-213,
characteristic features of: valley and continental glaciation with locations for same are tabled
here.

3. American Geological Institute', Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 410-411, an ice-age puzzle is
\'presented with.reseach data plotted on a map. SAP:lents determine tinie lapse between layers

of deposition as well as conditions prompting the particular deposit.

4. U ing the,Geologic Map of. Wisconsin and Recent Ice in North America, Geological Survey of
nada, 57A and 1253A, in conjunction with the National Geographic chart, Animals of the Ice

Age, National Geographic Magalzine, March, 1972, study the evidence of animal migration to
the American Continent.

An interesting poster to augment the above can be obtained by writing for:
Deposits Near Medicine Hai, Alberta
Publications Distribution Office
Geological Survey of Canada
601 Booth Street
Ottawa.

5. 'American Geological Institute, Investigating the Eartfi, Teacher's Guide, 1 7.3, p. 108, the

33.



relationship between stream slope and volume of water is investigated,)

6. Goldthwait, Lawrence, Investigations in Earth Science, 1972, Investigation 34, (1'115, and In-
vestigation 37, pp. 125 -128., present the following Effects on various stream beds', and
The effect of dissolved arkd suspended particle; respectively.

American Geological Institute, Geology and Earth Scitmces Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 168-169, !

using either a stream- table or a small gully out of doors study and identify areas of erosion and
of deposition.

Hoyt, John H., Fietd Guide to Beaches, E.S.C.P. 'Pamphlet Series, p. 7,.presents a number of ac-
tivities for shoreline studies.

9. American Geological Institute, investigating the Earth,..Teacher's Guide, 1973, pp. 113 -114,
shows how to construct a model of depositional processes.

American Geological 'Institute, Geology and Earth- Sciences Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 160-161,
frost, action, rock and soil oxidation,' hydration and solution process exercises.

11-. American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, ,Teacher's Guide, 1973. pp.-105-106,
hydration and oxidation activities.

12. Obtain samples of beach sand and of wind deposited sand. Compare the two in as many ways
as possible through a microscope. Check average grain sie, possible facets, break down of
original Crystalline forMation. transparency, texture, etc.

.11. Wolfe, et al., Earth andSpace Science, Lab Mani.ial, 2nd ed.; Exercise 18. p. 65, movement of
sand particles by wind..

14:. American Geological' Institute, Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, 1970, ko. 164, 167,
exercises in sand dune development and in particle sorting using an electric fAn.

Section
31:16:010%-ez.i,

EARTH'S-3131\OGRAPHY/GEOLOGIC TIME

INTRODUCTION

This unit, has two basic themes:

1. TIME

History as viewed by an historian is a very different concept froin history as viewed. by. -a
. geologist. The iMmensity of the geologic time scale is of such vastness it is difficult to com-

34.



prehend its impact on science,- and philosophy. .This unit will attempt to put 'me, its

measurement and duration ipto a ,more concrete perspective.

2. CHANGE
As rocks and minerals have changed with time, so have living orgahisms changed or evolved.
An understanding of this process is gained through a study of the fossil record.

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

1. Geologic Time

a. relative and absolute time

$

b. the deterrhination of absolute. time
radioactivity: carbon-14, uranium-lead, potassium-argon
other procedures

c. the geologic (time chart

2. Fossils and Earth History

a. the formation of fossils
b. examine fossils and geologic maps (local site if possible)

c. principles of superposition and uniformitarianism

d. the significance of fossils
dating and correlation of rock formations
index fossils
prehistoric climates and environments
fossils and evolution

UNIT 3 EARTH'S BIOGRAPHY/GEOLOGIC TIME

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The studegt Should be able to:

1. 1)1flItglii511 be/Teen relatii-e and absolute time.

(Activity #4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9, 10.- 129. 20. 21. 22. 23)

_oust/wit a ceo10,:te time st-ale:tise scale to compare tilt' aget; and It:ngths of varjous s'egments of
2. (-

41.$)10gic (m w f

(Activity #1. 2, 3, 11, 14. 15. 17.18. 27, 31..32, 33)

- 3. Describe radioactim.: tia

(Activity #8. 9. 10. 21..29. 30: 35)



Solve simple problems related to a variety of dating procedures, e.tt, carbon-14, uranium-lead, potassium-

argon, tree-rings, yarn's, etc.

(Activity #5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 30)

5. Use geologic maps to determine absolute dates of local rock:,

(Activity #33, 34)

6. InterprcE scoltNit-

(Activity #33, 34)

7. Upon c.vainination,, suggest hypotheses tor the formation of a fossil,

(Activity #24, 31, 32, 36)

8. Describe how fossils form the key. to past geologic events.

(Activity #10,_ 11, 24, 25, 27. 32, 33. 36)

9. Discuss critically the principles of Superposition and Uniformitarianism.

(Activity #5, 11. 15. 20, 22. 23. 24, 25, 31. 33, 34. 36)

References

1. Jakkson, J.H.. and Evans. E.D.. 1973, Spaceship Earth Earth Science(Teacher's Edition) Chapter

16 Geo!cgic Time (pp. 461-488):

2. Intermediate Science Curriculum Study. 1972. Crusty Problems Probing the Natural World

(Teacher's Edition). Silver Burdett, General Learning Corp. Chapter 1 Unit 2 .Rock Layers,
Fossils. and Continental Drift (pp. 14-16).

3. Long. L.E.. 1974. Geo/ogy, Chapter 8 Life and Time (pp. 196-225).
..,

4. Stokes, W.L.. /973. Essentials of Earth History, Chapter 2 Time and Its Measurement
(pp. 12-33). L

5. Janes. J.R.. 1976. Gec. ,gy and the New Global Tectonics, Chapter 11 Time and the Fossil Record.

(pp. 325-368).

6. American Geological Institute. 1973. investigating the Earth (Revised Edition). Houghton Mifflin

Company, Chapter 15 Measuring Time. (pp..323-342)
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7. Giltutdaries, Waters, A.G., and Woodford A.O., 1974,E principles of Geology, .(4th Edition). w.H.
Freeman and Company, Chapter 7 ----; Fossils, Strata and Time.

Houghton Mifflin8. American Geological Institute, 1973, Teacher's Guide, Investigating the Earth,.
Company. Chapter 15 - Measuring Time, (PP 168-177):

.vl

, .

9. Brice, J.C. and Levin; HIL., 1969, Laboratory Studies in Earth History, Wm. C. Brown CO" Chapter 5

Time Sequence of Events, (pp. 49-64). .-.Y

10. Cc.intittents Adrift, Readings from Scientific American, 1970, Paper 12 - Continental Drift and
Evolution, (pP 114-123).

Additional Refeiences

11. Eicher, D.L., 1968. Geo/tigic Time, Prentice-Hall. Inc. : 150, p.

12.t Biebacher. Gerha>d. 1973. Val/co/we,. Ge0100, Geological. Association of Canada. 56 p.

Activi ies and Investigations

1. ave you ever seen a million of anything? Count sand grains and see how big a Pile 1 000 000
grains'would be. Do this by sampling rather than actual counting. Count the grains in

and extrapolate. (ref. 1461.)

2. How ,many life. es are there in' 1 000 000 years? (ref. 1. p. 461.)

..3. How many copies of a ditto sheet (use a master ditto sheet and run off part of the required num
ber) filled with asterisks would you need to have 1, 000 000 asterisks? (ref- 1 P- 461.)

4. How could a burglar tell that the owner of a house has been away for almost a week? (ref. 1, p.
462.) -1-ni; Illustrates an indirect method of measuring time. a common practise in

5. Illustrate a method of measuring time indirectly by studying varves. (ref. 1. P- 463.)

6. Illustrate a method by which trees can be used to place events in time. (ref. 1, P- 464-467.)

7. If you were locked in a room with no windows (but plenty of air. food and water). how could ydu
when you would

of carbon

measure the passage of tirReso that you would know the day of the week

and thm

finally be let out? (ref. 1. p. 468.)
.

the. other8. Two kinds of carbon can be found in wood. The main be is called carbon-12
kind is called carbon -14. Discuss the difference b:... en these tcvo kinds and
illbstrate how the ratio of the two types of carbon can be used to determine the absolute
organic mate: .al. (ref. 1. p. 468-471.)

of these

.. .

containsfafienrse
9. Uranium can be used for dating. DemonStrate a Geiger counter on a rock that

one
the

---..._,
tive minerals such as uranium. which decays in steps. Geologists can tell the bet-
ween lead that came froFn uranium and lead that was there all the time. because -eights
are, different. List some radioactive materials and indicate haw the decay, of on sub-
stances can be used to determine the age of a rock. (ref. 1.., pp. 472-474.)

10. What methods could be used to date a series'"bf objects such.as (a-) a wooden mummy case

37.
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Egypt (b) shale, (c)from Egy, , frozen r, a glacier, (d) coal
found '

a fossil fern found In a mammoth founu 1-
i-

in Antarctica, (e) a very old sequoia tree, (f) a:spear point from a Prehistoric campfire, (g)
a

"fire arrow" oldest known Chinese gun and (.11) moon rock? (ref 475.)

11. Both fossils and mountain building can be f-
n ''
d,le

put,On a kind of geologi9r- a. r called a geologic
time scale or geologic column, To make a calendar of your own, you

will need a metrestick and
a strip of adding machine tape 5 metres Jong. If. you have coloured Pencils use them for
marking (ref. 1, pp. 474 -478.) /`

/

12. If you found an old newspaper nailed between the walls of a hour
house was built? (ref. 1. pp. 478-479.)

measuringyou can use it as a ruler for seegsUri13. Once You have completed-your calendar ng time. Suppose
aYou found a rock layer with a fossil dinosaur rockosaur in it. During which era W

-oq.n? (ref. 1. pp. 478-479.)
rock k layer probably

laid do

14. Write an article for the school newspaper using the names of all 12 of ,the different time periods
(ref. 1. p. 479.)

15. If YOU could spend any amount of money or use any amount and kind of eqUiPment. how couldIf
YOU better determine the age of the earth? (ref. 1, 12. 479.)

could
You tell when the

17..

18. Your

19. Given

16. Use v

even
very little of the earth's hiStory..

and ci;-:

aPPearance of man with a piece 0'. masking tape on the approPr
rep res

news

If YOU tape your calendar to the wall

--.termine how much time you

newspaper (such as the one entitled '.

school may have a stairway. I

if the very first man to walk the earth could read, write and measure time he could tell us

ented an equal percentage of th

calendar to figure out w hat

by not? (ref, 1, p. 483.)

-e total age of theearth

so that you can see all of it at

Id pass through by walking 5 h. ? stairs' if each step

B.c."). (rej. 1, p. 483.)
is wrong with some of

ount t number of steps ' bottom to the top

the cartoons

from the

la e steo,

will notice that.

ri years). Mark the

in your. locy.1

a cross-section of a tree, can You determine when the tree was e (ref. 1, p.484.)

20. If you. were given a varve sequgfi ide in Which the oldest verve had Dee", dated, would you be
able'

..

to date a fragment of bone found somewhere in the middle of .the action? s
be given such a drawing and asked to determine the age of the pon e' e. (ref. Students could

ri t

21. A fiood washed an old log out of a river bank. It should contain 2E3 grams of

1 pp. 484-485)

log
n,,, ui carbon-14 if the

were still alive. Geiger counter readings showed that. the log cont "-`1 0.035 grams of car-
bon-14 How old was the log? (ref- 1. p. 484.)

roduction to a unit or the measurement the foii,22. An int ..
me--urernent of time might include.- du -Wing exercise. Use

t t ration- method you can think of, except Your watch. to determine the of a five-minute

timekeeper
Cover all clocks and watches in.the room. Choose onestuder:

to
be a timekeeper. The,

al fil -azure a fiv -minute-eeper will place a mark on the blackboard when you are to start - s
period of time. When you in f. eeper. The
timekeeper

five minutes have passed, sig e tim

time each
will make a mar each time someone signals and the tea° L' Will r ord the actual

each student stands if possible). (ref. 6. p. 324.)

23. You-
can

mark the passage f time by relating it to a series of events; This i s termed relative
time.
to v list the events that on or two of

Put the most recent event at the top of, Your list. Now acidList four events of your ast fife. P

Your classmates listed. Try to Pk't.;-s
in 'thoeur

ail 'of these eve
order they happened. (ref. 6, n `-'\...2,

r.' 324.) ....,

24. Show students illustrations such as are depicted on p. 326 of levesti9ating the Earth (Revised

38.
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36. The initial development of the Geologic TimeScale was based on thefossil record. It clearly
showed that there were periods of .time characterized by the abrupt multiplication and diver-
sification of certain animal and plant groups. It is now thought that continental drift played an
important role in explaining this phenomenon. The age'of reptiles, for example, lasted 200
million year'sand gave rise to only 20 reptilian orders, or major groups of reptiles. On the other
hand the/age of mammals, which followed the age of reptiles, lasted for only 65 million years
but-gav-e-r-ise-to-rhore-t an-30-rnemnielf ah-order-s,---T-ha-differance-between-the-no-mber-of-rep
tilian orders and the n Mber,df.maninialian ones may partially be explained by the fact that for
most of the age of reptiles the continents were collected in two supercontinents, whereas early
in the age of mammals thetwo supercontinents broke up into the continents of today. Write an
essay on the effect of these events on the.evolution of living organisms and how this has in-
fluenced the development of the geologic time scale. (ref. 10, pp. 114-123.) I
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INTRODUCTION (

,,,,
The, oceans and the atmosphere are composed of fluid bodies which move in response to dif-
ferences in density. The circulations of ocean waters and atmospheric gases then, are similar

JProcesses. This seinion also examines the ocean baSins; the sources ofliscoyeries which have con-
firmed theories of continental drift and led to the new plate tectoniA,,,,,i

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Unit 1 Oceans and Ocean Basins

1. Ocean Waters

a. characteristics of seawater
b. energy water and motion
C. oceans and man

2. Ocean Basins'..
a cross - section of features and processes

b. the mid-ocean" rise

c. deep ocean trenches

d. the life cycle of an ocean basin

Unit 2 The Atmosphere

1. The Study of Weather and Climate

a. the nature of air
b: the structure Of the atmosphere
c. solar radiation in the atmosphere
d. the effects of changing the current of air

2. .
The Air in Motion

a.

b.

the general circulation. of air.
planetary winds
local winds and seasonal wind systems

d.. wind erosion and deposilion

3. Moisture in the AfMosphere

a. water vapour

b. log and cloud formation
c. cloud types' r":"
d. precipitation

44,
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. Air Masses, Fronts and Storms
a. air masses

b. air masses affectito,) Canada

c. weather fronts
d. cyclones and anticyclones
e. storms

Weather and Climate

a. weather predic_tion

b. determination of climate

ti
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OCEANS AND OCEAN BASINS

This section of the course (Oceans) presents students with opportunities to investigate the structural
and energetic interrelation hips which characterize the oceans and oceart basins of the earth.
Teaching strategies should b designed so as to direct student inquiry toward an awareness of the

:following principles:

1. Oceans

a. The major feature of any ocean are its movements. The dynamic qualities of oceans should
be stressed in all investigations.

b. Motions require energy. Several methods of energy transfer occur in the production of
movements in the ocean.

c. Water movements circulate minerals and gases which in turn influence biological prod
tivity. All men are either directly or indirectly, dependent on this productivity.

d. Water movements influence and participate in the production of climates and weather:

2. Ocean -Basins (May be covered in Dynamic Crust)

a The major features of the ocean basin are the mid-oceanit-rise (M.O .R.) and the deep
ocean trenches.
Oceanic crust is compbsitionally sand stru Virally. different from continental crust.

c. Ocean basins are dynamic structures which may "grow" or,"shrink" over geolbgic time as
new oceanic,crust is created at the M.O.R. and eventually destroyed at deep ocean tren-
ches.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student should be able to:

1. Describe and diagram the major currents in a hypothetical earth ocean.

(Activity #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17)

Give examples and demonstrate the production of surface currents.

. (Activity #11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16)

46.
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3.. Give reasons for the production of the Eckman effect.

(Activity #9, 1'1, 13, 14, 15)

4.. Demonstrate at least twO methods of producing deep ocean cutpits.

(Activity #1, 2, 3, 4-, 5,- 6. 7)

._orr.'.a.e oceanic currents- with world climates.5. ;./

(Activity #13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 4))

6. Discuss (mil describe the origin mid extent of the mid-ocean riSe.

#21, 22, 23, 24)
.

7. Compare oceanic. crust with continen,tal crust and hypothesize awarding Mc consequence of the differences.

(Activity #23, 24,.26, 27, 28)

8. )Describe the probable life cycle (if an Ocean basin.

(Activity #23; 24. 26, 27. 28..29)

4.% 9 ,I)/a,,,:ram-o cross-section of a typical ocean.

(Activity #21, 22)

. References

1 A.G.I.: (1973). Georogy. and Earth Sciences Sourcebook,. Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

.2. A.G.I.: (1976), Investigating the Earth (revised ed.), HoUghton Mifflin.

3. Goldthwait, (1975). Earths Science, Ginn & Co.

4. Goldthwait. (1975). investigations in Eatlt Science, Ginn & Co.

5. Heller et al., (1976), Ouillenges fo Science: 'Earth Science, (Canadian, S.I. Metric. ed.):

6. 1.S.C.S., (1972), 'Crus.tij Problems, Silver-Burdett (G.L.Q.).
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7. I.S.C.S., (1972), Winds and Weather, Silver-Burdett Co. (G.L.C:)..

8. Jackson, Evans, X1975); Spaceship Earth, Earth Science, Houghton Mifflin.

9. Nuffield Sec-bribery Science 8: The Earth and its Place in the Universe, Longman.

10. Pickard; G.L., Descriptive Physical Oi:eanography, Pei-gamon Press, Elmsford, N.Y., 1963.

1ms

Activities and Investigations

1. Density Currents: Geology and Earth Sciences_Sourcebook, p. 185.

2. Salinity: Investigating the Earth (revised ed.), _Investigation 4-7 (p.451 Teacher's Guide).

3. To'investigate the effects of varying salinity, temperature and suspen d solids on the.densi,ty

of seawater, till an aquarium or a plastic garbage pail with an "artificia seawater" and do not

change it during the experiment.-Then fill balloons with seawater modifi d in various ways (by

solutes, suspensions or temperature) and place them in the pail. Make sur that there are no air

bubbles. You can compare the densities of the contents of eachballoon with the density of the

seawater in the pail by observing the buoyancy of the 'balloon.

4. Fill a styrofoam.cup with crushed ice and food colouring. Punch holes in the bottom of the cup

and tape the cup, sedurely in the corner of an. aquarium; Fill the aquarium with room tem-

perature(or warmer) water to, a level just above the base of the cup., Observations will indicate

the method of movement of some deep ocean water bodies.-(See investigation 4-7,.p. 49, In-

vestigating the Earth.)

5. Goldthwait, Investigations in Earth Science; Investigation 26, "The Solubility of Substances in

Water", p. 85.

6. Goldthwait; Investigations in Earth Science, Investigation 33, "The Density Changes in Water ,

p. 110.

7. Goldthwait, Investigations in Earth Science,' Investigation 37, 'How to Produce and Measure

Density Currents", p. 125.
.-

8. Goldthwait, Investigations in Earth Science, Investigation 38,,, Salts in Seawater", p. 129.

9. Waves can be defined and investigated through the use of a "ripple, tank" of the type used in

P.S.S.C. physics. A stream table equipped with .a wave generating can be used to

demonstrate or investigate the effect of waves an-shorelines.
z

10. Investigations .in. Earth Science, Investigation 59, Development of Shorelines, p. 133.

11. Investigating die Earth (T.G.)', Section 4-4, Waves Carry. Energy, p. 48.

12. Investigations. in, Earth Science, Investigation 40, -Surface Ocean Currents, 'p. 137.

13. Investigations in Earth Science, Investigation.,13, The Coriolis Effect, p. 42.

14. Investigating the Earth (T.G.) Section 4"-6, Investigating the Coriolis Effect, p. 48.

15. Earth Science (Heller), Activity 11-1, The Coriolis Effect, p. 237.
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16. Have students trace and -nap pQncentrations of 0,, CO2 and important nutrients in the Atlanticor the Pacific (Descriptive Ph ical Oceanography is a good reference.)

17. Convergences, Divergences and Upwelling make good essay, discussion or modelling topic(e.g., How`do the above phenomena' relate to whaling and fishing?).

18. Some investigations involving the-water cycle are found in Spaceship Earth, pp. 200-203, (7-6and 777).

19. Audio-visual aids are best used to describe tidal influences .on the earth. (See the List at the endof this guide.)

20: Societal aspects of the earth's oceans are beSt discussed and investigated as essay and debatetopic* Many recent bdoks,6nd articles on the subject are available, some of which are listed atthe end of this guide:

21. One.of the besf coverages of topics related to ocean basins is found in Earth Science, (Heller
et Chapter 10., The chapter discusses oceanographic techniques, continental shelves,slopes and rises, trenches, valleys and mid-ocean ridges. A good exposition' of sea-floorspreading is also found in this text.

.,`

22. ost profiles of the continental margins which appear;ein reference books are sshoilvn with anexaggerated vertical scale. The co'nstruction, of a 10 metre long "scale" cross-section give's
students a better appreciation of true relationships. Such a.cross-section will come in handy for
tie demonstration of sea-floor spreading later in the unit..

23 A Seismic Map of the earth accurately pinpoints the mid-ocean rises and indicates that they areactivity centers of the earth's crust. Chapter 11 of Investigating the Earth, details much in-
, P-'tormation regarding the location and mechanics of the mid-ocean rise.

24. Investigating the Earth, Investigation 11-5: Investigating Earthqualies,,p. 242, Teacher's Guide,p: 126. '-..

25: Activity 10-1: Determining Shape by "Depth Soundings"; Earth Science, (Heller et al.,) p. 214.

26. Trenches are the areas where the earth's crust is destroyed.:To conserve the earth's crust, newcrust is produced at mid-ocean ridges. The Earthquake Watch, investigation (11-5) indicatesthe presence and position of, diving crustal plates at .subductipn zones or trenches.
;.

27. Students should be encouraged to attempt models of plate boundaries to show what happenswhen.plates collide or separate,

28. Trenches may alsb be investigated from an earth resource viewpoint as potential ,"garbage
dumps" for nuclear wastes sand other materials.

,29. Using maps of ocean/ basins and surface features of the earth students should be able to give
substantiafed examOes of oceans or former oceans which are at a particular phase in' theirlifecycle.
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THE ATMOSPHERE

v

The study of we her and climate is a growing science. The atmosphere is an integral part of our
planet. Through limate the atmosphere effects the erosion of the earth' surface by water. ice and
wind. The study f the atmosphere and the physical and chemical laws that apply are also an in-
tegral part of earth science. Physical processes such as convection, exchange bf energy. changes
of pressure. changes of phase and other mechanical- processes are often more obvious in the at-
mosphere. They are.thiYefore easierqo teach using as examples their occurrence in the atmosphere
rather than in the 'lithosphere where they also take place. An understanding of these physical
processes requires continuing scientific investigation and there are practical experiments in
meteorology and climatology that secondary students can perform to aid in the growth,.of this un-
derstanding. .

...

LEARNING OUTCOMES,

The student should be able to recognize:

1. The importance and' abundance of z,ariow; sullances in flit' earth's atmosphere and the structure of th';,%11-

1110Sphele Old the elfeCt,; Of the n1(11110011 011 the structure and ,u1)stances of the atmosphert'.,

(Activity 41. 10. 16. 17, 19, 20)

2. The natural cycles such as the' carbon, nitrocytt, hydrologic and ozone cycle;; In which the 1111110Sphere
maintains' its balance as 'a life-.suPporliiN Nas slMem,

(NCtiVIT011°,'3, 4. 5)

the effect ol changin,k,: the .ortli'ilt of the air the function of each component.

(Activity #.1. 4, 5, 15,;16)

4. The comillex wind circulation patterns over the earth.

(Activity #6, 7, 8, 26)



5. The local conditions that determine the patterns of local and seasonal winds.

(Activity #6(8, 9)

6. The elements responsible for the circulation of the earth's atmosphere:'

a. the heat from the sun.
b. the rotation of the earth.
c. the friction between the earth's surface and the air.

(Activity #4, 6, 7, 8, 20)

7. The hydrologic cycle, including phase c;zanges of water in atmosphere, relative humidity re!ated h) tem-
perature and pressure.

(Activity #1, 3, 4, 10)

8. The three basic types of clouds curt:taus, lt,ettis tool cirrtas.

(Activity #9, 10, 12, 13)

9. 7/u forms of precipitation rain, hail, !,;now,.., sleet, and dozy.

(Activity 412, 14, 15)

10. The rotation (q- the volume and density of air to pressure and temperature,

(Activity #10, 11. 16)

11. The four conditions of the atmosphere that give rise to Wea ther heat, wind, moisture, and air pressur0.

(Activity #15, 16, 17)

12. The movement of air masses across the earth in low-pressure and high-pC'essure systems.

(Activity #9, 1 S, 20, 22, 23)

13. The formation of fronts between air masses.

(Activity #9, 11, 20, 22, 23)
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5. Have a student research the ozone layer and its possible destruction by fluorocarbons (spray
cans).

6. View and d cuss the investigations depicted in the film What makes the Wind BloL?

7. Discuss tl relationships between the theoretical and actual circulation patterns as depicted in
figs. 5 , nd 5-3, pp. 118 and 119 of Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook.

8. Use climatic data, (see fig. 6-8, p. 129 of Investigating the Earth_or use an encyclopaedia or
reference such as Climate Canada) to prepare Northern Hemisphere maps of atmospheric
pressure in January and July. Such maps can be used to investigate wind and weather patterns.
as described; in Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, pp. 121-122.

9. Have students undertake a weather watch as a project: (a) Investigation 3-2, p. 51 of In-
vestigating the Earth, (also.see Appendix B, p. 501 of the same book). (b) Weather watch pp.
15-19 of Winds and Weather.

10. Investigate the cooling of air on expansion and cloud formation as described on p. 123 of
Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook.

11. Have students relate density currents in water to movement of air masses and weather systems:
see Activities #3, 4, and 7 9f Unit 1; p. 129 of Geology and'Earth Sciences Sourcebook and In-
vestigations 3-5, 4-7 and 4-8 of Investigating the Earth, pp. 6 and 93-96.

12. Students can collect, photograph or sketch and classify various cloud types and formations as
. described in section 5-8 and 5-9 of .1Investigating the Earth, pp. 108-111.

13. Assign excursion 2-2 "Billboards of /the Sky" as a project, p. 107 of Winds and Weather.

14. Compare and discuss forms, sizes and modes of formation for t-le various types of precipitation
as in Investigating the Earth, pp. 116-118.

15. Use some of the many investigations available to demonstrate and`Mvestigate the dew-point
and relative hUmidity: e.g., (a) Making Visible the Invisible, pp. 37-49, of.,Winds and Weather. (b)
Aft Pressure and Vapour Pressure, section 5-6 of Investigating the Earth, pp. 105,-107.

16. Condensation and evaporation may be investigated in many ways but should always be related
to the suns energy as the driving force: e.g., (a) Section 5-7 of Investigating the Earth, p. 107.
(b) Section IV (Moisture in the Atmosphere), pp. 110-111 of The Earth ands Place in the
Univerte.

17. Have students attempt to demonstrate as many causes for the movement of air, masses as
possible. A good starting point is the first chapter. of Winds and Weather, (pp. '1-14).

18. Use data from a source such as Climate Canada to describe the differences between the
weather and the climate of a specific area. .

19. Have students investigate factors which give rise to climate, using a hypothetical continent
,(see problem break 6-2, pp. 78-79 of Winds and Weather, or investigtation 7-10, pp. 158-159
Investigating the Earth.

20. Use a film such as Storms, the Restless Atmosphere, to introduce the topic of weather systeMs
and their movements. I

21. Have groups of students set up weather stations at various locations on.the school grOunds or
throughout the community (i.e., at home) to compare and contrast "mini-climates" arid: their
causes.

53.
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22. Obtain weather maps from the nearest office of the Atmospheric Environment Service and have
students make three dimensional models based on each map. (Modelling clay, wire mesh,
styrofoam and clear plastic 'are all suitable materials.)

O.\

23. Adapt Chapter 7 (Moving Weather) of Winds and Weather (pp. 81-96 to local weather con-
.ditions with the help of mapspnd materials from the Atmospheric EnVironment _Service.

a

I
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Section

INTRODUCTION

Aally1,1)

,
Earth resources includes the study.of the origin and development of mineral resources including
fossil fuels, metals, soil and water. Mineral resources have become, essential ingredients for life
building blocks of society. But are they sufficient for a healthy future, and are they sufficiently ac-
cessible to allow easy exploitation? Mineralresources such as coal, oil, cepper, iron and fertilizers
are not renewed ea h season although resources derived from living atter such as food, clothing
and wood may be. tudents should be concerned not only with the un erstanding of the distribution
and availability of these vital resources but also with the prOblems associated with their develop-
Ment. 1

4,,,

t
Use should be' made of the knowledge and skills gained from gther sections of this course.
Discussions and .other activities should be designed to suit the lbcality, the, students and thelteacher. It is hoped that these discussions will lead to a prudent, co servative and economical at-
titude towards the use of our resources. Printed materials are readi available from government
sources and privateindustry and most of this material is free and available in classroom qu'antities.
Texts selected for Earth Science 11 do not treat this subject adequately so that it isessential that
outside sources be consulted. The following framework is intended to pro"vide a general basis upon
which the learning outcomes for the section can be developed. r

Non-renewable Resources: The minerals of the earth take hundreds of millions of,years to form and
some were formed by geological processes that may not be- repeated. For either reason they are
non-renewable. Beyond these facts most of these minerals are present in the crust in limited
amounts. Extreme concentrations of minerals occur in relatively small deposits.. Most desirable
minerals occur in very diffused quantities throughout the rest of the crust. In any deposit a point is
reached where it is not economical to move the ore for the amount of mineral available. How large
are Our mineral resources and can exploration add to these resources? What processes are used to
answer these questions? What thought is given to conservation?

The processes needed to change minerals into useful metals or alloys and the amount of energy
necessary to make the .proCesses work are also topics that .need to be considered.

Renewable. ResourCes: British Columbia has an abundant supply of fresh water and a large poten-
tial of hydroelectric power There are many valuable renewable resources that are being developed
in British Columbia by British Columbia Hydro and some large privately owned corporations. At the
same time the effect that the development of these resources have on the environment 'is often ad-

. verse. While the maintenance of hydroelectric power resources and fresh water supplieS must be ac-
complished in the most efficient manner, consideration of the environment must be taken into ac-
count.
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Section

Non-renewable Resources

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student should be able to:.

1. Discuss the origin of deposits, of coal, petroleum/ and minerals of economic value.

(Activity #1. 2, 4. 5, 6, 9, 10, 11: 12, 13, 14. 15: 16)

2. Study geOloNical and A:eophusical methods of exploration fOr coal, petroleum mid economic minerals

(Activity #7, .8, 11, 12, 13, 15. 17)

3. Lyra in the 111C1110(IS of t'XInlef it)11 elliplOyed ,114111 in tilt' iitTelOplflellf of coal, petroleum an>ot; minerals.

(Activity #4. 5, 7. 8..12, 13, 16, 24).

Describe the methods of concentra tinN slid refining ore minerals ord fossil

(Activity ft: 13, 14, 16', 24)

5. i); the uses of or minerals and

(Activity #7,13. 14, 16)

()dim. ener,,,,y.

(Activity #18. 19. 20, 21. 22, 23)

7. Iles(' ice the forms ond sources of nergy.

(Activity #18, 19. 20, 21, 22. 23)

8 1: v,,,/ r, ,. enciNti is t ransitn mcd and used In, man.
A

(Activit- 18, 19; 20, 21, 22, 23)
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9. Explain methods that might be -employed. to conserve energy.
-

(Activity #2:3)

10. Discuss the methods used to transmit energy from one place to.another.

(Activity #1:3)

Renewable Resources

LEARkiii. OUTCOMES

The student ,should be able to:

. 11. Discuss the' various resources that are classified as 'being AnieiVahle.-

(Activity. #2(I, 21., 22, 23)

12. f4.)escribe prob,'ems Tit id, mar/ be ClICOIllitt'leti by man in his alien:in Sri (II resouries as food,
clothing arid .Tood, all (,blaihed from living matter.

. (Activity #20)

Envi nenital and .Economic Problems

LEARNIiIG OUTCO S-

The student should be a to!:

13. Dis'cuss the- problems relate, of one of the natival resources listed above, such as coal, oil
and ,`'as or any metallic or 1-inciallic mineral of economic value.

1

(Activity#2, 3, 7, 13)

References
. .

1. American Geological Institute, 1973. investigating the Earth (revised edition), Houghton Mifflin
Company. Chapter 17 Life: Present, Past, and Future, (pp. 389-391), Chapter 8 --- Waters of
ttie Land. (pp. 180-183).

2. Jackson. J.H., and Evans, E.D., 1973, Spaceship Earth /Earth Science, Houghton Mifflin Company.
Chapter 19 --- Man in His Envircinthent, (pp. 543-572).
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3. Ordway R.J., 1973, Earth Science, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. Chapter 4 Weathering, Mass-
Wastinj, and Stream Erosion (Floods and Flood Control). Chapter. 5 -- Subsurface Water
(Water. Conservation). .

4 Intermediate Science Curricjilum Study, 1972, Crusty Problems/Probing the Natural World,StIver
Burdett.. Chapter 3 The Midlands, A Pathway to the Sea.(The Force of Waves, pp. 154-155).

Additional References

1. Rau. J.L., 1977, Sources' of Free Materials for Canadian Earth Science Teachers and Students, GAC
Publications, 111 Peter Street, Toronto, Ontario 7 $4.

2. Miffing Asswiation of Canada, . 1975; What Mining Means to Canada. Free. The Mining
Association4.df Canada, 20 Toronto Street,l-Toronto, Ontario M5C 2C2.

Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, 1975, Minerals for the Use of Man. 48 p. Excellent
introduction to the importance of minerals in Canada. Free. Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E4.

4. Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, 1974. 100 Ways .jo Save Energy and /Wiley in'the
Home, 160 p. Free. An.excellent pocket book on tips that can stretch Canada's energy resources
and put money in your pocket. Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0E4. I

5. Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, .1974. Introduction to Energy in Canada. Discusses
original' energy sources, the changing pattern of energy sources. in Canada, water, coal,
current uses, outlook, petroleum and natural gas, uranium, electric power deVelopment. pros
and cons of hydroelectricity, thermal power, and consurription of electricity by Sector. Available
in classroom quantities. Free. Department of Energy, Mines and Resources,' Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0E4.

6. Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, 1974, Exploring for Minerals. An illustrated guide
to the stages of mineral exploration including the structure of the earth, geological changes:
drilling. exploring the ocean depths, etc. Available in classroom quantities. Department of
Energy Mines and Resburces, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E4. Free.

7.. Shell Canada Limited, The following booklets are avajlable free of .charge. Story of Petroleum,
1Vonderful.World of Oil, llow to Save on 'Energy, Con;erving.fhe Environment and Let's,Collect Shells and
Rocks. Shell Canada Liimited, Public Relations Department. Box 400:Terminal A, Toronto, On
tario M5W 1E1.

Activities and Investigations

1. Ore deposits in Western Canada are located in the Canadian Cordillera. The Western Cor-
dillera was Canada's Leading source of metal until the Canadian Shield took the lead early in
the present century. The Cordillera is still a large producer and has great potential. Large
deposits of .lead, zinc, and silver are mined in southeastern British Columbia. Massive and por-
phyry-copper types of copper deposits are or have been mined in several areas. A large rnolyb-
denum deposit recently began to produce in central British Columbia. Many placer and lode
deposits were mined for gold. and some are still-operated. The coastal region contains many
metasomatic magnetite deposits, some of which yield copper as well as iron. Asbestos deposits
are mined in Northern British Columbia and in the Yukon. Deposits of other industrial minerals
are worked in various parts of British Columbia. (Geology and Canada, 1970..Depa'rtment of
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Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E4. Free). Study the. geology of the
Western Cordillera and try to explain the distribution of an important metal deposit.

2. Copper is or of Canada's principal mineral products. Copper is used in great quantities by in-
dustry, and in recent years the price of copper has dropped considerably. If this trend continues
thefuture of several of British Columbia's copper mines is in jeopardy The economic future of
British Columbia is heavily dependent upon the development of its mineral resources. Consider
the effect of a continuing drop in the price of copper and explain how the "cut-off" point for a
copper mine could influence the people and economy of certain regions of British Columbia.

3. Iron and steel plants are usually located near the markets for iron and steel, products. The prin'
cioal plants in Canada are at Sydney. Nova Scotia, and Hamilton and Sault Ste. Mar e. Ontario.
Ores that contain 50 per cent or more or iron are usually Shipped direct or after washing; ores
of lower iron content are usually treated at the mine by some method such as gravity con -
centration. magnetic separation. or sintering, to bring them up to snipping grade. Because iron,
ore has a relatively low unit value, compared to other ores. only large deposits of high iron con-
tent can be worked.profitably. Discuss the location of iron ore depositt in British Columbia and
determine where the ore is shipped and whether or noel these deposits are likely to remain
profitable.

4 The Sullivan mine at Kimberley in Southern British Columbia is the lArgest source of lead and
zinc in Canada. The.huge Sullivan deposit is a replaceMent body along a zonein beds of early
Precambrian argillite. The whole zone is up to 92'm thick. It, occurs on a limb of *road an,
ticline. the ore zone dipping about 30 degress northeast. The ore is banded aria/contorted..
Galena. sphalerite, pyrrhotite, and pyrite are the principal sulphide minerals. Because of the im-
portance of the deposiuts geology and origin have been studied intensively. Write to Cominco
for more information about the Sullivan mine and display a collection of ore minerals obtained
from the 'ore body: Comince Lid.. 200 Granville Square, Vancouver. British Columbia V6C 2R2.

.1

5. Canada produces over 70 per dent of the world's nickel. Canada's nickel comes chiefly from
numerous. mines of the INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED and
FALCONBRIDGE NICKEL MINES ,LIMITED in the Sudbury disCrict of Ontario. In 1883 a
blaoksmith named Flanagan. working on the construction of the Canadian Pacifit Rdilway near
the village of Sudbury. found copper sulphides along the right-of-way. H did not record a claim
and others staked the ground a few months later. The typical orebodies o Sudbury diStrict
are large irregularly shaped masses containing massive and disseminated sulp e minerals.\mainly pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. Th nickel is contained in the mineral pentlandite and the

in 'sperrylite'. an arsenide of latinum. The orebodies .occur at and near a body of:
basic intrusive rock called a micropegm\aqte. Detailed studies have shown that pie orebodies
are generally localized where fault and breecia zones cross the intrusive rocks.(lt appears that
the ore may be hydrothermal in origin but the exact sequence of events and The gecilogical
processes responsible for, the emplacement .of the ore minerals is still. hotly debated. Discuss
the hydrothermal theory of ore deposition 'and include one or two other newer ideas on the
origin of the Sudbury deposit. International Nickel Company of Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 44.
Toronto-Dominion Centre, Toronto, Ontario. M5K 1E3.

6 Canada is one of the world's largest producers of Uranium, the 'fuel' from which atomic energy.
is derived. In the mid-fifties the Eldorado mine at Great Bear Lake became the principal source
on this continent, and as a security measure the Canadian Government bought the Eldorado
company. prohibited private staking and ,mining for uranium and prospected successf,iiiy for
other deposits such as the one in the Beaverlodge region of Saskatchewan. Many minerals
contain uranium. but most of them are comparatively rare and difficult to identify by field
methods. The ur nium-bearing minerals fall into three main classes: -(1).primary minerals found
.n veins a it er hydrothermal deposits; (2) primary minerals found usually in peg1atites and
related t es of deposits, and (3) secondary minerals formed by near-surface. Aeration of
primary 'nerals. The most important mineral is uraninite and its variety pitchblende. Write to
Uraniu Canada Limited, Ottawa for additional information: Free samples of uranium bearing
ore may be obtained by writing. Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Ltd., Suite 2400, 120 Adelaide
Street W.. Toronto, Ontario.
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7 The full appraisal of mineral deposits and mining properties,is a-lechnical matter that may in-
volve the expenditure of much time and money. Discuss as completeti as possible the various
factors that must be taken into account in appraising a discovery. Write to Placer Development
Limited, 700 Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, British Columbia for their
excellent booklet entitled The Mine Development Process.

Few deposits consist of a single mineral. They usually contain one or more minerals that may
be of value, in a worthless matrix of rock or of concentrations of valueless minerals. The
valuable or possibly valuable minerals may be ctispersed,so finely that they can be seen only
under a microscope, or they may be in grains visible to the unaided eye, or they may be in pure
masses several centimetres' or even a metre in size. These are sometimes called ore minerals
even if they do not occur in commercial quantities in the particular deposit being discussed.
The worthless non-metalliferoug rock or minerals accompanying the ore minerals is called
gangue and the minerals comprising it are called gangue minerals. The most common gangue
minerals are quartz and calcite. List at least ten ore minerals and be able to identify, them in
'either a slide or hand specimens.

<,

9. The principal kinds of deposits directly related to igneous intrusions are magmatic segregation
deposits, contact metasomatic deposits, pegmatites and some veins, and replacement deposits.
Describp one of t.hese types of Ore deposits and show by a diagram how a mineral deposit may
be related to igneous intrusion, Prospecting in Canada, Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources, Ottawa, Ontario or Geological Survey of Canada. $2.50 (3rd edition), $10.00. (4th
edition).

10. Sediments precipitated from sea water 'or fOrmed from the erosion of rocks exposed at the
earth's sur ace lead to the formation of unconsolidated sediments that in turn become hard
sedimentary_ rocks: Such sediments and sedimentary rocks may in their entirety be useful com-
mercially, particularly as deposits Of industrial minerals; octhey may contain concentrations of
heavy minerals and thus form 'detrital' deposits. Detrital, mineral deposits are of two main kinds:
11) those that are still unconsolidated and are called 'placer deposits' or 'placers'; and (2) con-
solidated detrital deposits, which are placers that have been changed into metal-bearing
conglomerate. sandstone. or other sedimentary rock, and whiCh, therefore. form one of the
classes of consolidated sedimentary deposits. Discuss one of the following types of placer
deposits; gold, platinum, cassiterite, ilmentite, diamonds, and rubies. Precambrian sedimentary
beds composed of iron minerals and silica are very. important in Labrador. Write to Noranda
Mines Limited. P.O..-Box 45. Commerce Court Postal Station, Toronto, Ontario M5L -1 B6 for a
free bag of ore samples and an interesting booklet entitled Norarida. Is.

11 Almost all metalliferous minerals lying at or near the surface are altered by the effects Of sur-
face water that attacks them and causes the formation of new ones. generally oxides or
hydroxides (compounds composed of a metal plus hydrogen and oxygen). These new minerals
are called supergene or secondary minerals, and deposits compbsed of them are called
supergene or secondary deposits. Some minerals containing metals, such as copper. 'roil, and
uranium are readily attacked by surface waters, others are less susceptible, and a few lilee gold-
and platinum are so resistant that they do not form compounds in this Way. Deposits containing
secondary irpn minerals have a characteristic. 'rusty appearance -:and are called. gossans.
Alteration r,fray also cause removal of valuable metals from the upper part of a deposit, so that
sampling of .this part yields misleadingly low assays or fails to detect a particular metal at all.
The metal so removed may be dispersed, or it may be concentrated in a lower part of the.
deposit to form what are called 'zones of secondary enrichment' or bonanzas. In most Canadian
deposits the secondary effects have only a minor influence on the=value of the deposit but they
often lead the way to the primary deposit. Study examples of secondary minerals and be able to
identify at least the following: limonite, hematite, malachite, azurite, and gypsum.

12. The principal fuels are wood, coal, petroleum and natural gas. All but wood are classed as
mineral fuels because they are produced from rock formations. There is a great demand for
these materials in the present energy short world. Discuss the origin of coal and be able to dif-
ferentiate the following types of coal; lignite, bituminous, anthracite. Write for the following free
booklet entitled Coal in Canada. Department of Energy, Mines and .Resources, OttaWa.
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13. Petroleum is more familiarly known as 'crude oil' or simply 'oil'. It is custornary,to distinguish
'natural gas' from,.the other gases, but for the purposes of this discussiont it can beeassumed
that the word 'gas' refers to naturally, occurring combustible gas. Canada i fortunate in having
large supplies of crude oil in the subsurface ofthe Prairie Provinces, Fo 'lls Belt of Alberta
and in the Mackenzie Valley region. Petroleum and natural gas are allied s stances of organic
origin accumulated under special conditions in porous beds in the earth' crust. The organic
.materials.were deposited in past geological ages in bodies of water, together with the sand,
silt, and mud of normal sediments such as are brought down the rivers of today to be deposited
in the sea.

e

Organic materials long exposed to air or water decompose, but salt water retards the decom-
positionand, if sedimentation is sufficiently rapid, organicfnatter is trapped in the sediments.
Some limestones may also have a high content of organic substances, especially.those formed
in fairly warm seas. The organic substances trapped in shales and limestones are slowly sub-
jected to heat and pressure and changed into gas and small globules of oil, which are at first
widely scattered and:pust migrate' into suitable concentrations and be trapped to form com-:
mercial deposits. Nearly all rocks contain Some open, spaces betweenthe grains. When oiland
gas get into rocks that are sufficiently porous, or are fractured pr faulted. they migrate slowly
upward, until the surface is Leached or until relatively impervious rock prevents further
movement. There are many kinds of structural and other traps. The simplest traps are anticlines
and domes. Other types of. traps are provided by faulting of a porous sfraiUm in impervious
beds, by the pinch-out of a :porous bed within a shale or other impermeable unit or by large
coral reefs such as are found in the Foothills :Belt of Alberta. Diagram one of thesk oil struc-
tures,and be prepared to explain the process by which oil can migrate and be trapped in such a
structure. The following booklets are available free of:charge from the Department. of Energy.
Mines and Resources, Ottawa. Ontario K1A 0E4.

Finding Out About Fuels
.100 Ways to Save Energy and Money in the HoMe
Introduction to Energy in Canada
Energy and Out Way of Life
Resources Under the S,ia
Coal in Canada

The following booklets are available from Shell Canada Limited. Public Relations Department..
. Box 400 Terminal A: Toronto, Ontario M5W 1E1.

Story of Petroleum
Wonderful. World Of Oil
How to Save on Energy
Conserving the Environment
Let's Collect Shells and. Rocks

14.. Canada is one of the world's leading producers of asbestos. Asbestos, of the variety called
chrysotile. is the principal industrial mineral mined in Canada. Chrysotile asbestos.is,a.fibroiks
variety of serpentine formed by alteration of ultrabasia rocks. The Cassiar asbestOsmine 45'n
McDame Mountain in the northern. part of British Columbia began production in 1953. The
deposit contains chrysotile in a basit.rock, probably Jurassic in age. which is so altered to ser-
pentine that its original nature is ,doubtful. After a large body of chrysotile-bearing rock Was
outlined by the company optioning the claims from the prospector, and tests had shown that the
mineral was of such high quality that the deposit would pay to work despite the distance from
markets, a branch road was built to join ajoad leading to the Alaska Highway. Write to the
Cassiar Asbestos Corporation Limited, Suite 2000, Guinness Tower. 1055 West Hastings Street.
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 3V3 for their booklets entitled:
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Cassiar
The Geology of the Cassiar Asbestos Deposit

Samples of the ore minerals of the Cassiar deposit can be obtained by writing the Cassiar
Asbestos Corporation Limited, Cassiar, British Colukribia V0C 1 E0.

15. Gold is one of .Canada's chief mineral products, the annual production in recent years being
about 54 million ".grams. Canada's Precambrian Shield has produced approximately 4 394
million grams of gold, about 80 per cent of Canada's total. Most has come from quartz veinein
volcanic rocks intruded by granites and porphyritic rocks. Some has been by-prOduct from
base-metal deposits in volcanic rocks. In spite of the present price of gold, Canadian gold
mining is in a sad state of decline because of no large, new ore discoveries, 'about' shortages,
rapidly diMinishing reserves, and steadily increasing costs. Although one or two small mines
have been brought into production in the past several years, and one orfro others are planned,
they by no means make up for the greCknumber of forriierly big producers which'have closed.
doWn or are closing down. It is likely that Canada's annual production will soon be less than 42
million grams. Assuming a $5 per gram price, Canada's total lode reserves probably do not ex-
ceed 283 million grams valued at about 1.4 billion dollars.:

;.

Most of the lode gold deposits in the Cordillera of Western Canada have beect worked oCkt and
. were discovered as a result of the impdtu.s given by the bUilding of the Canadian Pacific

Railway. Most important were the replacement veins containing . gold and copper in the
Rossland camp, wherebroduction began in 1894 arid a large output was obtained from 1897 to
1916. Another- important producer, the Nickel Plate mine at Hedley;_began production in 1903'
and is now shut down. For a time.it was the largest-gold mine in Canada. The Nickel Plate ores
are gold-bearing contact Metasoniatic deposits in limestone; containing much arsendpyrite.
Thesemines, together with'several smaller ones, made British Columbia the leading province
in the production of lode gold during the early years of thepresent Century.

A somewhat later major producer was the 'Premier mine at Stewart-.FIn the 1930's the pricetsof
gold increased and tbe value of production soared; nevN,iScoveries were made and old,mines
were revived. The prilncipal gold camps, in order of output of gold, have been Bridge River,
: Rossland, Portland Canal, Hedley, Wells, and SheebCreek.'In 1971 the.Bralorne mine in Bridge
River closed; it was the last major gold mine"in the Province to operate. To date the gold mines
have paid a total of about $82 million in dividends. Some useful references on gold include the
following:

Cooke, H.C., 1946, Lode GoldAreas, Summary.Account;. Geol. Suryey., Canada,\Econ. Geol.
Ser. No. 15.
Robinson, A.H.A., 1935,-Gold in Canada. Mines Bi'anch, Dept. Mines and Tech. Surveys-, No.

-769.

Structural Geology-Rf Canadian Ore Deposits. Cariadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy,
Montreal,1948. (A

the principal gold mines.). .

mposium containing descriptions of many Canadian mining camps
and mines, includin
Gold in Canada, Dept. of ,Energy, Mines and. Resources, Annual Review.

16. Copper is British Columbia's most important base metal and provides the heart of the,
Province's mining industry. Copper concentrates are shipped to Japanese and American
smelters because no copper srnelter, has operated in British Columbia since 1935. One is now
under construction near Kamloops. Small amounts of gold and silver are commonly rd,resent and
add value to the ore, but some Sores contain important ainourits.of gold (as. at Rossiand); silver
(Silver King mine), lead, and zi4 (Tulsequah) or zinc Britannia mine). Most of th smelting in
British. Columbia in early years,was done on ore shipped direct from the, mines ithout con-
centration, but the modern practice is to concenthte the ore first.

. ,

Ore was smelted in British ColumPia first in .1896/t elson (from Silver King ine) and at Trail
(from Rossland mines), and four and-five years ilater at Grand. Forks (from Phoenix mike) and
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Greenwood (from Mother Lode mine). Later, small smelters were built in the Boundary district
and on Vancouver and Texada Islands, and in 1914 the Anyox smelter was blown in. Copper
smelting ceased in the Boundary district in 1919. at Trail in 1929 and at Anyox in 1935. British
Columbia copper concentrates were then smelted mainly in Tacoma, and since 1961 have gone
chiefly to Japan.

Most of the production has (::ome from southern British Columbia from Britannia, Copper.
Mountain, Greenwood. Highland Valley, Merritt, Nelson. Rossland, Texada Island. and Van-
couver Island, although a sizeable amount came from Anyox and some from Tulsequah. During
recent years explorition for copper has been intense (until 1972) interest being et:-'pecialfy
directed toward finding very large, low-grade deposits suitable for open-pit mining. This activity
has resulted in the establishment of operating mines at Merritt-(Craigmont) in 1961. in Highland
Valley (Bethlehem) in 1962, on Babine Lake (Granisle) in 1966. near Peachland (Brenda) in
1970. and Stewart (Granducj in 1971. Large mines near Port Hardy (Island Copper), Babine
Lake (Bell). McLeese Lake (ailbraltar). Highland. Valley (Lornex) and Princeton (Ingerbelle)
came into production in the early 1970's.

After a lapse of many years. copper has been produced comparatively recently on Vancouver
Island at Jordan River, Courtenay. Benson Lake, Quatsino, and also at Buttle Lake together
with zinc and silver. Copper is now the most valuable single commodity of the industry. Produc-
tion in 1970 was 455 million kg. Write to the following mining companies for additional in-
formation and describe the occurrence and mining methods used at one of these copper mines.

Bethlehem Copper Corp.
1055 West Hastings, Vancouver.
Craigmont Mines Ltd.
1030 West Georgia. Vancouver.
GraniSle Copper Ltd.
1050 West Pender, Vancouver.
Brenda Mines Ltd.
P.O. Box 420. Peachland. B.C. VOH 1X0

Granduc Operating Company
890 West Pender Street, Vancouver.
Lornex Mining Corp. Ltd.
Suite 202. Imperial Bank Bldg.
580 Granville. Vancouver.

17. Ultraviolet rays. also known as "black.light-, have found a very definite pla,e in the mineral
sciences during the past 30 years. Ultraviolet rays cause certain minerals glow Or release
'their own light a phenomenon called fluorescence. The emission of "colt.; light- has proven
of decided value in the detection and identification of many minerals and ores. ,Its greatest
usefulness is in the.identificatio-9of scheelite. zircon, willemite. mercury and petroleum. Hide a
sample of scheelite or willem.:e in an open field or beach and then have an exploration "team"
systematically search for the minerals at night using a "black light-.

18. A 'healthy, hard-working person can only produce enough energy to keep a 100-watt light bulb
burning. Our ancestors foUnd it necessary to develop supplementary sources of cnergy. First
animals. then sails, water Wheels. wind mills, steam and internal combustion er Sines, and even-
tually Motors. Supplementary energy now evceeds muscle power and comes from coal. oil. and
uranium. Reverti7g to muscle power alone would bring chaos. Discuss one alternative to the
present sources energy and disbuss .,%/t-e-i this alternative might become an important source
of energy 'to the world. .

19. Study the costs of the energy used to --;eat and light your school during the period of one year.
Do the same for your home. Then compare the cost 'of fuel per capita in the two situations. List
the types of data that one needs to know in order to save fuel and lighting costs.
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Despite the green revolution and great advances in farming methods the population is in-
creasing faster than food production. Even with great efforts to expand production from all
sources, including the oceans, it is inevitable that the population will cease growing The
earift.s theorectical carrying capacity is about 33 billion people according to the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences. What is the present world population and by what date will it reach 33
billion if present growth rates contiriue? Is the growth rate !.he same for every country? In what
country is it lowest? Highest'?

1

21. The supplementary energy used by man. from all sources, is now about.3 x 102." joules per year.
Altnough this number is enormous. it is small by compariso6 with the solar energy received by
the Earth each day: 1.5 1022 joules. What recent developmnts have occurred to focuS man's
attention on the a:, a source of energy and how can the sun's energy be harn'essed?

22 Nuclear en,-3rgy is becoming more important as a source of power in eastern Canada but so far
has met wiTh intense resistance in British Columbia. What factors about nuclear rectors and
their spent fuel pose threats to life and property throughout the world? If you were faced with
the choice of building a dam on the main stem of the Fraser River or constructing' a nuclear
power plan' somewhere in British Columbia whith would you choose and why'? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of these two types of power generation?

23 Read the booklet entitled 100 Ways to Save Energy and Money in the Home. Keep a record of
any energy saving devices you have employed and compute the value of the savings after the
end of a given period. The booklet.is available free of charge from the Department of Energy.
Mines and Resources. Ottawa or any local office of the Department suchlas 100 West Pender
Street. Vancouver (Geological Survey of Canada).

24. Play a simulatiOnMining_game such as GET THE ZINC OUT. a game developed, by VEEP at the
University of British Columbia and for sale as a lesscn aid by the B.C. Te,ctiers' Federation.

SPECIAL NOTES:

Non-renewable Resources

Formation Of Coal: During the onian, the Mississippian', and the Permian Periods a
great variety of fern-like plants gre: great swampy areas. The fossil remains of the these
plants are Sedimentary rock called coal. Pressure from overburdens of sediment changed the
plants from peat with 80% moisture to lignite with 40% moisture to bituminous coal with 5%
moisture Purther pressure changed the bituminous carbon to anthracite with about 95% car-
bon The lack of the proper conditions and the million 3 of years involved in the process makes
the renewal of this resource impossible.

2. Formation of Oil: Ranging from the Ordovician through the Tertiary Period the remains of
marine plants and animals have contributed to the formation of petroleum and natural gas
which are mixtures of hydrocarbons in the gaseous. liquid and. solid phases. These products
are dispersed in the pores of the rock formations that result from the sediment that has covered
the original remains. Many of these.productS have escaped to the surface of the earth but some
of them have become trapped between an impermeable capkok and the permeable reservoir
rock in which they formed.. The petroleum is often found floating on salt water within the rock
formation. It is also in a carbonaceous shale called oil shale which will become economically
important in the future. The lack of the proper r.:onditions and the millions of years involved in
the process make the renewal of these resources impossible.

3 Formation of Ore Deposits: Metallic minerals -.0c-ietirnes existin ore deposits thousands or
times more concentrated than they would be- in > F a rerage igneous rocks of the earth's crur.,
An ore containing platinum that is two per cc.%W. mass of the rock in which it occurs i:

.
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billion times more concentrated than it would be in an average piece of igneous rock. When
molten rock flows up from the magma and starts to cool metallic minerals may crystallize and
settle against the solid country rock. Great bodies of ore-bearing minerals such as the Sudbury
nickel .deposits of -Ontario were formed in this way.

Hot aqueous solutions of lead, copper. silver and zinc compounds deposit metallic ores by con-
tact metamorphism with the country rocks. These deposits are located along joints and faults.
Large deposits of lead, copper, silver and gold have originated from hydrothermal solutions.

Ore deposits formed in sedimentary rock in a variety of ways. Halite, gypsum and potash...
deposits remained when restricted bodies of water that contained these salts evaporated. Large
deposits of such minerals exist in Ontario and Saskatchewan. Weathering and leaching enrich
low-grade-pre deposits. This has happened in the formation of some of the copper deposits
near Merr(tt. Heavy minerals such as gold are often concentrated in stream beds. Many com-
mon minerals such as clay sand, gravel, and stone aggregate are more abundant than are
metallic minerals. HOwever. these materials are used in greater quantities. They are generally
quarried rather than mined.

Exploration to discover hidden deposits of minerals is an important branch of most mining and
petroleum 'companies. Area surveys of Canada done by the Department of Mines have in-
dicated many places where minerals are likely to be concentrated. The text, Earth Science, by
Ordway. discusses some of the methods used_ The Catalogue of Shell Films lists several films
about the search for new. sources of oil. The.pamphlet Mining, produced by the Mining
Association of Canada discusses the methods used to discover and mine ore deposits.

.5

Renewable Resources

Water power and water are two renewable resources that are important.to the study of earth science
in British Columbia. There 'are at least a half dozen river. systems that have great hydroelectric
potentials and which contain great water storage potentials. The water stored can be used:.in this
prONYInce for mining and for agriculture or if can be exported. A study of the hydrologic cycle will
give an understanding of how the average water flow in a river can be calculated and how the water
use can be proportioned for everyone's use as the water flows down the water system.

The environment is affected by hydroelectric dams and by the controlled flow of water down a water
;ystem. A study of possible effects oo the environment before the dams are built will help to reduce
some of the adverse effects on the environment. Some of these are obviously the loss-of land used
for agriculture and recreations. the interference with fishing resources, the silting. of the storage
lakes behind (lie darns, the lack of normal silting below the dams and the change in the normal
flooding patterns of a river which will affect the downstream flora and fauna. Studies ofthese effects
on any area of the river systems can be done as a scientific study. Available reports on water resour-
ces and hydroelectric potentials are listed.

The concentration and reluiing of useful elements and compounds and crude petroleum;andcoal
should be discussed. Films and field trips to departments of mines could provide useful material for
discussion.
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GENERAL SUPPLIES/ AND EQUIPMENT LIST

The following list is provided as an aid in setting up new laboratories. It will also function as a con-
venient checklist for schools where some of the equipment li ted will already be available. In
deciding on quantities listed,' a maximum class of twenty-four (24 tudents and an organization of
two pupils per working station has been used.

Quantities are allotted on the following plan:

1. Per Station: A station is two students working as a team. If the laboratory seats 24 students
and the amount required is one per station, twelve units will be required.

2. Per Class: Required for each class using-the laboratory, e.g., if two Earth Science 11 classes.
use one labOratory, then requirement will be two times the unit issue.

3. Per Laboratory: Required per laboratOry classroom.

Items that are marked + are desirable for the most effective presentation of the course but may not
be essential.

to.
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GENERAL SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT LIST

Item

Aluminum foil
Aquarium. approx. 75 /

Amount Required Unit of Supply
1 per lab roll

1 per lab each

Bags, plastic or baggies (local supply) as needed

alance, Centigram type, 8 per lab each

single pan
triple beam, 311 type

Beakers, pyrex, 50 ml 3 per station case of 48

:Beakers, pyrex, 100 ml 6 per station pgk. of 121

Beakers, pyrex, 250 ml 3 per station each

Beakers, pyrex, 1 litre. , 2 per lab each

+ Binoculars, 7 x 50 6 per lab each

+ Blacklight (short wave) \ 1 per lab each

Bott19..slropping, 50' ml plyethYlene 4 per station dozen

Bulb, show case type, clear, 60 watt 2 per lab ... each
I

Bunsen burner :.- 1 per station ea,cI h

+ Camera, 35 mm 1 per lab each

Clamp, burette. universal 1 per station each

C-clamp, 8 cm 2 ,per station 'each

Clay, (local supply) 10 per lab 1/2 kg
T _

Clock. sweep second hand, 24 hr. 1 per lab each

Cloud chamber. dry ice type,
students diffusion. radioactive
source included (Welch type)

Compasses, blackboard-style
1 per school each

6 per lab each

COnnectors, 50 cm length 12 per lab each

Connector tips, slotted 24 per lab dozen

Corks, miscellaneous Sizes -3 per lab bag of 100

Cork boring set, 9 pieces 1 per lab each

Cover glasses, microscope slide, size #2 2' per lab box

Crayons, wax-(local supply) 30 per class-

Cups, aper; unwaxed 30 per class

Cylinder. graduated, 100 ml 1 per station each

CylinAr. graduated. 250 ml 1 per station each
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Item

Discharge tubes, Helium, Mercury, Hydrogen,
Neon

Elastic bands, miscellaneous sizes (local supply)

Fan, electric
+ Film, ektrachrome high speed
+ Film. kodachrome 2

Filter paper, 15 1cm. diameter
Food colouring (local supply)

Gas lighter, .spark renewal type
Glass cutter for glass tubing
Globe. blackboard, 50/cm

Globe. hydrographiC relief. 50 cm
Goggles, safety /,

Amount Required Unit of Supply

1 of each per lab each

1 per lab box

1 per lab each

as needed
as needed
2 per class pkg. of 100
as needed

1 per station each

1 per lab each

1 per lab . each

1 per lab each

1 per student each

Hot plates, electric, single control 4 per lab each

+ Induction coi I, _spark type 4 per lab each

Iron filings, fine 3 per lab 1/2 pkg
C

Knife (pocket style, large) (local supply) as needed

Labels, gummed. 40 .x 60 mm, (local suppjA 2 per lab box

+ Light' Meter .1 per school each

Magnet. bar-Alnico 15 QM x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cm y

(approx.). set of 2 in a bax 1 per station , set

Magnetic compaSs. approx. diameter 16' mm, 1 per station each

Magnetic compass (Silva type) . 1 per station each

Magnifiers. 3 lenses in one. hand lens 1 per station each

Metrestick .1 per station each
c,

Microscope. stereoscopic, powers of 20X and 40X 1 per station each

Nails. 6, cm (local supply)
a

Overhead projector (Apollo 6 type)

1 per lab 1/2 kg

1 per lab each .

Paper. white cardboard. (local supply) as needed

Paper. white. 1 myvidth roll 1 per lab roll 7"
Paper. graph. log-log type 1 per lab pkg

Paper. graph. cm squared as needed

Parawax (local supPly) 1 per lab pkg. of 4 each
4- Pencils, colouied 1 set per sto ion set. of 10

x 20 mm tops and bottoms.Petri dishes, 150 mm
clear plastic

Plaster of Paris
Plasticine (local s. j:-)ly) 3 colours
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Item. Amount Requirod Unit of Supply

Plastic tubes, 5 cm >, 100 cm 1 per station each

Plates, streak, small white
porcelain (unglazed ,bathroom tiles) 1 per pupil- each

Pneumatic trough, non-magnetic (plastic, large) 1 per lab each

+,, Power pack, 6 volts 4 per lab each

Prism, high dispersion 2 per lab each

Projector, slide, with remote control and
extension cord 1 per Science Dept. each

+ Prospector's`pan, 35 cm diameter 6 per lab each

Protractor, blackboard style ., 6 per lab each

Pump, hand air ,
1 per lab each

Radioactive material set 1 per school yet -
..........,

Radioactive demonstrator with accessories 1 per school each

Razor blades, single edge (local supply) 3 per lab pkg of 10

Ripple tank and accessories (Welch type). ,1 per laiD each

+ Rock polishing unit 1 per school each

+ Rock saw, 24or 30 cm diameter, combination
. trim and slab saw 1 per school each'

+ Rock tumbler 1 per school each
.

Ruler; flexible, metric 1 per lab each

Sand, coarse-(local supply) as needed

Sand, fine (local supply) as needed

Scissors, fine point, student laboratory grade 1 per station each

Screen. projection . 1 per lab., each

1 Scoopulas, dispensing, stainless steel 1 per lab dozen

+ Screen sieves (g,et of-.6) .2 sets per lab set-

Sea water salt (local supply) as needed

/ + Sechii disc , 1 per lab each

Seismograph
(Tripod-base ringstand
Ringstand.rod, 50 .brn
Machine screws to go through rod

4 I Copper' wire #22 or #24, 60 cm
Dowel, 50 cm long 1.25 cm diameter
Brad to insert in end of dowel
Strip of sheet lead,. (450 g) 5 cm wide

Sheet plastic, transparent (local supply)
Silly Putty (local supply)
Slides, microscope, standaid.
Soil testing kits (local supply)

`NN Spectroscopes. hand type
pioons,. plastic (local supply)

Spring, "slinky", 7.5 cm di,' ter

1 per lab each

per lab each

2 per lab each

1 per lab each

1 per lab each

1 per lab each

1. per leb each

as needed
100 .g per lab

4,7 1 per lab box of 72
4 per class
1 per pupil each

.3 per lab dozen

.1 per lab each



Item
..

Amount Required Unit of Supply

Stirrng rods,. 15 cm 6 per lab pkg of 10
Stoppers, hard rubber, 1-holed, (assorted) 1.5 kg per lab kg

Stream table (Demonstration type) 1 per school each

ream table (Student Models) 1 per 4 students each

String, heavy .(locai supply) 1 per lab roll

String, nylon (local supply) 1 per lab roll

String, light (local supply) 1.per lab roll

Styrofoam cups . 1 per lab gross

Suction cup, 1.25 .cm 12 per lab each

+ Stereoscopic viewers '1 per station each

Tape, cellulose, transparent (Scotch)
,. 1.25 cm width as needed

Tape, masking 1.25 cm width 3 per lab .. roll(;ape, ticker 1 per lab -package

Test tuba 18 .><150 mm, pyrex 2 per lab pkg of 72

Test tubebrush,medium 3 per lab each

Test tube supports' 1 per station each

Thermometers, Celsius scale 20 to 110°C,
student grade 1 per station each

Thumbtacks (local supply) 3 per lab box

Tin shears, straight 25 cm 9) 1 per lab each

_Tissue for .cleaning microscope lenses 1 dozen per lab booklet

Tongs, beaker 1 per lab each

Tools,
file, triangular, 15 cm per lab each

hammer, claw I per lab each
ihammer, geologist's 1 per station each

hammer, sledge 6 per lab each .

pliers, lOng nose cutting edge 1 per lab each

-- pliers, combination 1 per lat each

screwdrivers (combination) 1 per lab -,set

screwdriver, jewellers 1 per lab each

spade, folding type 6 per 'lab each

Tubing, soft glass, 4 mm and 6 1 of each per lab 450'g
..:.

+ Vacuum pump, motor driVen with plate 1 per school each

+ Vacuum .wax \ . 1 per .schOol
\+' V ari.ac , \. 1 per lab each

+ Video Tape Recorder (Cassette and colour f
see PEMC) 1 per Science Dept. each

Wire gauze, asbestos enmeshed centre, . 1.

1:2.5 cm x 12.5 cm 71--p6ristation . each
--A.,,-
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Alum

Ammonium dichromate
Ammonium oxalate
Copper II sulphate (Tech)
Hydrochloric Acid
Nickel II sulphate hexahydrate
Salol
.Sodium chloride

Amount Required Unit of Supply
2 kg per lab kg

1/2 kg per lab kg

1/2 kg per lab kg

2 kg per lab kg

4 kg per lab kg

2 kg per lab kg

1/2 kg per kilp kg

3 kg per lab kg

GEOLOGICAL' SPECIMENS

Item Amount Required. Unit of Supply

Prospector's set of 'Mineral Chips 1 set per station set

Prospector's set of Rock Chips 1 set per station set

Raw materials of Canada:
Mineral Industry, 120 specimens \ -1 per class set

(The above are available from the Geological Survey of Canada)

Azurite 1 per station each

Bornite 1 per station each

Copper (native) 1 per station each

Corundum 1 per station each

Halite 14 per station .. each

Obsidian 1 per station each

Olivine 1 per station each

Pumice . 1 per station each
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MAPS AND WALL CHARTS

Item

AUDIO- VISUAL MATERIALS

Amount Required Unit of Supply

Maps:
Geologic Map (local area) 1 per station each

Surficial Gen-logy Map (local area) 1 per station each

Geologic Map of Retreat of its
Wisconsin and Recent Ice in
North America 1 per station each

(The above are available from the Geological Survey of Canada.)

Wall Charts:
Chart showing physical features of

ocean basins (Available from:
Geological Society of America,
419 West 117th Street,
New York)

Charts showing physical features of
ocean basins (Available from:
-Nine, Incorporate Time-Life
Building, New Yo )

Deposits Near Medicine Hat, Alberta
(Available from: Publications Distribution
()Moe, Geological Survey. of Canada,
601 Booth Street, Ottawa)
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FILMS

Films listed below are recommended as support material for Earth Science 11. Films marked (*) are
available as free loans from the Provincial Educational Media Centre, 4455 Juneau Street. Burnaby,
British Columbia V5C 4C4.

Films marked (T) are available for purchase, in video tape format, from PEMC through each district's
PEMC liaison.

Arrangements for obtaining other films may be made through local district resource centres. (Films
with TYPE not indicated are not presently available from. PEMC.)

The sections where the films are pertinent to learning outcomes are indicated. FilmS recommended
as highly desirable for successful implementation of the course are marked (e).

Type Title Source Date Time Section

T At .the Speed of Light PEMC 1976 30 min. A-1

* .Cosmic Zoom NFB 8 min. A-1

* Doppler Effect (b&w), MGH 1952 11 min. A-1

T. Ttle Invisible Messengers PEMC 1976 30 min. A-1

o T The Life Story of a Star PEMC 1976 30 min. A-1

T Horizon: The Black Holes of Gravity BBC 1975 54 min.. _A-1

Van Allen Radiation Belt EBE 13 min. A-1

T Horizon: The Planets BBC 1975 54 min. A-2

o T * Mars: The Search Begins NASA 1973 25 min. A-2

T * Satellites of the Sun. NFB 1975 12 min. A-2

T * Space Science: The Planets COR 1969 13 min. A-2.
o T * Jupiter Odyssey NASA 1974 28'min. A-2

* Earth: Its Movements COR 1967 11 min. A-3

T * Earth: An Interplanetary Perspective MOC A-3

T Earth Resources Technology Sate-Hite NASA 1973 27 min. A-3

T * . The Face of the Earth. NFB 1975 15 mitt. A-3

T * The MoOn: An Emerging Planet NASA 1973 1.3 min. A-3.

T * The.Moon: Old -and New NASA 1970 4§5 min. A-3

*. The Earth: Its Magnetic Field COR 1969 14 min. A-3

The Moon: A Giant Step in Geology EBE 1976 24 min. A

T * Continental Drift NFB 1968 10 min. B-1

Continents Adrift AEF 1968 17 min. B-1

T Horizon::Drifting of Continents BBC 1975 50 min. B-1

How Solid is Rock? EBE 1968 22 Min. B-1

T Italy: The Udine Earthquake UPIT 1976 10 min. B-1 .

Rocks that Form on the Earth's Surface EBE 1965 16 min. S-1

Rocks that Originate Underground EBE 1965. 23 min. B-1

Castleguard Caves NFB 1975 50 min. B-2
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Type
*
*

o * ,

*
o *

Title
Erosion: Levelling the Land
Evidence for the Ice Age
GlaCier on the''Move
Heartbeat of a Volcano
The Rise and Fall of the Great Lakes

Source
EBE

EBE

EBE

. EBE

NFB

Date
1965

1965

1973

1970

1968

Time
14 min.

22 min.

11 min.

20 min.
17rnin.

Section
B-2

B-2

B-2

B-2

B-2

o T * Volcanic Landscapes Part 1 MOY 1974 5' min. 'B-2

o T * 'Volcanic Landscapes Part 2 MOY 1974 45 min. B-2

* Whjido we still have Mountains?ou ns EBE 1964 20 min. B72

o * San Andrdas Fault EBE 197 21 min. B-2

The Continuing Past NFB 21 min. B-2

The Face of the Hi.gh Arctic EBE 959 14 min. B-2

0 * VolCenoes: Exploring the ReStless Earth EBE 973 18 min. -B-2

The Great Lakes: How they were Formed EBE .11 min. B-2

* Attposphere in Motion EBE 20 min. C-1

* The Beach, .a River of Sand EBE 20 min. C-1

0 * Storms: The Restless Atmosphere EBE 22 min. C-1

* What Makes Clouds?
t

EBE 19 min. C-1

* What Makes the Wind Blow ?. EBE 16 min. C-1

Challenge of the Oceans MGH 27 min.

How Level is Sea Level? EBE

Ocean Basins Series, Lamont Laboratory,
. Columbia University

Marine
Science 16 min.

T * Origins of Weather EBE NFB 1963 13 min.

Restless Sea BC Tel 54 min.

Science of the Sea International 19 min.
Film Bureau

Tides and Current,
Washington Science Centre,
Rockville Md. 20855 #P-1056-24 ESSA 15 min. C

Waves on Water EBE 1965. 16 min. C

Weather Satellites EBE 15 min. .0
World without Sun, Trans-Surface

Produced; directed by
Jacques-Yves Cousteau 93 min.

T * Energy Series
a. The Dilemma GWF 1975 20 min. D

b. The Nuclear. Alternative GWF 1975 20 min. D

c. New Sources GWF 1975 .20 min: . D

d. Less is More GWF 1975 20 min.. D

Miner NFB 16 min. D

Riches of the Earth NFB 1954 19 min. D
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THE PLANET OF MAN (SERIES)

The series hinges on the theory of global plate tdctonics: It also reconstructs, in model fcirm,
how vast forces of water,. wind, ice and the shifting crust, have shaped the earth we walk! on
today, and show how we may be able to predict future conseouenres.

Name

T -Voices of Time (Grand Canyon of Arizona)

T The Jigsaw Fit (Pilate Tectonics)

T The Fire Within/(Types of Volcanic Activity)

T Trail of Ice Age Blues (Effects of Glaciation
on the FeatUres of .North America)

T Mountain Heritage The Appalachians (Plate
Tectonics, Volcanism, Mountain building)

T Shield of Plenty (Precambian Earth)

T Challenge of the Deep (Minerals on the. ,

Ocean Floors

T The Inner Limit (A Cross- Section of the

. Source Time section
OECA 30 min .B-3

OECA 30 min. B-1

OECA 30 min B-

OECA 30. min. -B-2

OECA . 30 'min.,. B-2

OECA 30 min. B-2

OECA 30 min ! B-1

1

Earth) OECA

The Cosmic Connection (Meteorite OECA 30 min. /A -3
Bombardment)

30 min. B-2

Beyond A Doubt: A Revolution
(Concept of Continental Drift)

T The. Uneventful .Day (Weathering and. Erosion)

This series is available by purchase, through your

NASA Films may be obtained from!
National Sciende Film Libr,ary
1762 Carling Street.
Ottawa, Ontario

Hithbard Super 8 Film loops
Visual Education Centre
115 Berkeley Street
Toronto, Ontario

OECA 30 min B-1

OECA 30 min . B-2

district PEMC liais6n.

or NASA Ames Research Centre
Public Affair's Office
Moff't Field
Cal rnia, U.SA. 94035

may be obtained from:
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FILMSTRIPS AND SLIDES

FILMSTRIPS

SECTION A

McIntyre Educational. Media Ltd.

4005 Radicastrcnomy'

681- Solar Rajytions ,

4033 The Earth'S Gravity Field

637 'Universal Gravitation

cCTION B

Arbor Scientific Ltd, (Ward's Natural Science)

.71W2300 An Introduction to Fossils

79W0040' Continental Drift 11: Sea-Floor

79W0080 Fossils: Clues to the Past .

79W0100 The record in the Rocks

e

Scholar's Choice Ltd. (1150 Homer Street. Vancouver, British Columbia)

Anatomy of a Volcano EB

Basic Principles of Radioactivity

Investigating a NFB

Reconstructing the Ice Age NFB

Tne Earth -- Part 1

McIntyre Educational Media Ltd.

4007 Dat-Ing Geoloclic Events

654 Diastrophism

. 589 New Discoveries about Planet Earth

672 Probing the Interior of the Earth

Visual Educ;:ition Centre (Encyclopaedia Britannica)

64121; Glaciers and the Ice Age

6415K Investigating Rocks
.(1

SECTION C

Arbor Scientific Ltd. (Ward's Natural Science)

79W02 40 Ccritindntal Drift 11: Sea-Floor

79W0050 Resources of the Ocean
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O

Scholar's Choice Ltd:

Avid FS Exploring the Sea Tiocs

Landscapes of the Sea (Lite)

Mighty purrents of the Sea (Life?

Oceanography: Understanding our Deep Frontier EB

McIntyre Educational Media Ltd.

001 Oceanography A Developing Science

visual Education Ce re tEncyclopaed'a Eln;annica)

A Carce; Ocealography

Air-Sea Interaction

Biological Oceanography

Chmical Oceanography.

Geological Oceanography

11.4a:.he Resource

Oceae Er;gineering

Physical Oceanography

SECTION .o

Schlx's Choice Ltd

Coal Petroleum and Methane'

Mc!,-...tyri._, Educational Medial Ltd.

4504 Minerals of Economic importance

SLIDES

B.C.T.F. Lesson Aids, Reference Number LA No. M1

Earth Science Slides .. . Set of 120 slides

Exploration of Planets: Mariner, Pioneer and Viking Missions Set of 50 slides

PEMC Produced Filmstrip Series

The Provincial Educational Media Centre has produced a filmstrip. audio-cassette kit specifically as
support material for the E.arth Science 11 course

Dr. W R. Danner. Department of Geology. University of British Columbia was the spec' list advisor to
the 1-EMC.

Working titles for the filmstrips are:

1. Plate Tectonics Theory

2. Island Arcs and Mountain Ranges
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3. lntermontaine Region

4. Vancouver Island,and the Completion of Western North America

All of these slides (or filmstrips) refer to the geology of British Columbia.

These kits are available on a free loan basis from the Provincial Educational Media Centre, 4455

Juneau Street, Burnaby, British Columbia V5C 4C4.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCE TEXTS

1. JastrowiThompson, Astronomy: Fundamentals and Frontiers (Wiley).

2. Universityn.versity of Illinois, -1stronomy Prokzram.

. 3. fv1cKee. 177c (.;col,Nica; Et,oluti(un 'Elle Pacific Northtoest McGraw-Hill).

4. Hare/Thomas. /mate Canad,r (Wiley).

5. Williams. c.'onli,:cnta/ (B.C.T.F. Lesson Aids).

6 !.-:,chmid t al.. Iler,./op*.Science Concepts (Prentice-Hall).

7. Obourn et al. pace zence (Van Nostrand Reinhold).

8. Trowbridge, Experiments In Nfeteoro/ogy (Doubleday).

9. Abell. Explor9tion t/ie UniveN (Holt. Rinehart and Winton).

10. Schmid et al.. EvtendinN Science Concepts (Prentice-Hall).

Allison et.al.. Geo/oxy (McGraw- Hill).

12. Geological ,Survey of Canada, GeohNy nrrrt l:conotnic Minerals of Canada.

Schmid et al

4. Navarra'Strahler. litz.e.;'1,,nlitle. Our Plath't Itt 5p/ce (Harper and Row)..,

15 Pamphlet Seric. PS 1-10 (Houghton-Mifflin Science Program).

16 Brown Kemr,,r & Lewis. / aboratoy int'estigation in Earl,: Science (Silver Burdett GLC).',.

.L:clence Concepts (Prentice-Hall).

Life Nature Library Series:

1)- -Tile Earth (General Learning/Coiporwior'i

ii) The '(ltlet (GLC)

Iii) The 5ca (GLC)

iv) The 1.1niper5e (GLC)

v) I/Veather (GLC)

Pratt/Thompson. Pattern:: In lhr Enrir,,nmnt (Prentice-Haw,

19. D.utton..pace incycirpardia (Clarke Irwin).

20. 'lussel et al., Sourcebook Eur. Earth Science And (1dr,:notny, (Collier-Macmillan).

21. American Geological Society', .The Dictonary of GeoioKieal Terms, Dolphin (Do-ubleday).

22. Hibbs/Eiss, The Earth Space Sciences, Laidlaw (Doubleday).

23. Alberta Society of Petroleum Geologists, The race Of Time, (A Geological History of Western
Canada). 612 Lougheed Building, Calgary. Alberta.
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24. Time, Space amt ,latter, Investigatir The Physical Wori-' Series. Modules (McGraw-Hill);

i) Encountering 'The Physical World

ii) Exploring A Slic)e Of The Earth

iii) From Microcosm To Macrocos,n'T'

iv) Levels Of ApproximAion

v) Dimensions And Motions Of Ttie Earth.

vi) The SUrface Of The Ekth

vii) The Grand Canyon Of Co rada

Ili) The Surface Of The Moon

25.

ix) Worlds In Space

L.by.;;(0 Sourcebook For Science 1. each n esco)
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PRESCRIBED TEXTB000: LIST

The textbooks authorized for the Earth Science 11 course are listed below. The scale of issue of
authorized texts is indicated in the Prescribed Textbook List. The Presc, bed Textbook List is
published annually by the Curriculum Development Branch and is availauie from the Publication
Services Branch.

EARTH SCIENCE 11

1. Krynowsky et al.: Foundatiow; of Sparc Science, (Holt, Rinehart and Winston).

2. Wolfe et al.: Earth and Space Science, 2nd edition (D.C. Heath).

3. (a) American Geological Institute: investigating' the Earth, revised edition (Houghton-Mifflin).

(b) Goldthwait: Earth Science (Ginn)

(c) Jackson/Evans: Spaceship Earth /Earth Science (Houghton .liftlin)

4. (a) Heller et al.: Challenges to Science, Earth Science. (McGraw-Hill)

(b) Bishop et al.: rocu ttn Eartn Science, 2nd edition (Merrill)

Reference Package'

1. Ordway: Cartir Siii;lice, 2nd edition (Van Nostrand Reinhold):

2. Intermediate Science Curriculum Study: Crusty Problems, (plus Record Book) Silver
Burdett (GLC Educational Materials and Services Ltd.).

3. F.S.C.S.: lViud and 1,1/eat/ler (plus .Record Book) Silver. Burdett (GLC).

4. Readings frorcientific American. Or..t.'nnogiaphy (W.G. Freeman & Company).

5. Readings fro,m Scientific American: Continents Adrift and Continents Aground (W.H.
Freeman & Company).

6. Nu!field Secondary Science 8: The Earth aml Its Place in the 1 lniverse (Longman).

7. U.S. Geological Survcv: i !ids i i Volcanii Ph.nontenon (Washington. D.C. 20402).

Env thrtItti
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